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November 2, 2022 
 
To: Seattle Redistricting Commission 
From: Laurelhurst Community Club 
 
Several of our community council trustees attended the Redistricting Commission's presentation on 
October 31, 2022.  There were many potential new amendments offered for discussion that arose a few 
short days before the meeting when the Commission was to recommend their final redistricting map for 
the City. 
 
Our trustees studied many of these last minute options, and reviewed the original City criteria for 
making changes to the existing district's boundaries. These criteria were articulated at each of the 
meetings by the commissioners to be used as the guidelines for deciding how to balance the population 
increases or decreases in each of the seven districts.  
 
The newly recommended map approved by the Commission by a vote of 4-1 complies with its 
requirement of using waterways and geographic connections to form logical boundaries, and having as 
little change as possible to existing district maps.  Laurelhurst Community Club approves of the 
amended October 31, 2022 redistricting map.  In this map, District 4 remains north of the Ship Canal and 
borders Lake Washington. This map is consistent with the Commission's guidelines to retain the NE 
district neighborhoods in a logical network of schools, community centers, libraries, parks, recreation, 
shopping, and police precincts and offers the one of the most diverse population representations in the 
entire City. 
 
The single significant change in D4 is moving Eastlake which is south of the Ship Canal, into District 3. 
The move into D3 logically respects the border that it shares with Portage Bay and both are south of the 
Ship Canal.  This small adjustment to reduce D4's overpopulation makes sense, and complies with the 
Commission's criteria for using geographic waterways and adjacent boundaries to form similar district 
borders. 
 
The other changes in the City District map sorted out logically as well, with the exception that Magnolia 
splits off the more dense and commercial Interbay section into D7, but moves most of the residential 
section of that neighborhood into D6. 
 
While the meetings of the Redistricting Commission were straightforward with small public attendance, 
the final process of the Redistricting was difficult to track with the late versions containing bigger 
changes proposed to the district maps. We thank the Commissioner who posed some of these 
amendments for discussion, but withdrew and modified most of  these alternatives based on public 
feedback. One recommendation we have to the Commission is to add more time to this last session to 
accommodate potential " final public comment".  Many wanted to make comments on October 31st, 
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especially about the late amendments, but the public comment time was very limited and were not able 
to be heard. 
 
Thank you for your professional and collegial work on the Redistricting Commission, and we support the 
October 31, 2022 Amended Map and appreciate the opportunity to have our comments considered. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
Colleen McAleer, President 
Pat Chaney, Vice President  
Laurelhurst Community Club  

 



Memo: RJS Coalition Opposes Oct. 25

Nickels, O’Sullivan Amendments
Redistricting Justice for Seattle Coalition

The Redistricting Justice for Seattle Coalition—and nearly 300 petition signers—vehemently

opposes both the Nickels and O’Sullivan amendments proposed at the October 25, 2022 business

meeting.

The map amendment proposed by Commissioner Rory O’Sullivan would split the University of
Washington from the University District, which make up one cohesive community. This would

dilute the political voice UW student and youth populations have in City Hall by dividing the UW

(the largest school in the city) between two districts (3 and 4). These are majority-BIPOC, renter

communities who form a cohesive community with thousands of UW students living in the U

District.

Another amendment proposed by Commissioner Nickels would cut the U District from UW, and
divide the U District itself into 2 districts (Districts 4 and 5). Nickels’ amendment also divides

Northgate BIPOC communities, divides Ballard, causes disjoint in the Central Area, and splits

South Lake Union from Downtown. The Nickels Amendment does even more harm to the
University District community and the entire city than the O’Sullivan Amendment.

UW is the largest school in Seattle with a huge student population in neighboring U-District, and
both of these amendments stand to silence their voice in City Hall. Many UW students live in the

U District. Additionally, the U District businesses and community spaces interact heavily with the

UW community—UW students eat, live, and engage with University District businesses on a daily

basis. It is a cohesive, underrepresented, majority-BIPOC, young, student community that belongs

in one district. Dividing the U District from UW forces thousands of students to vote in a district

different from their school, preventing students from advocating for issues they uniquely face.

Splitting the UW community into two districts would dilute the power of this BIPOC, young,
renter-heavy community. Redistricting is a process that both can solve or exacerbate racial and

social injustices. Dividing the UW/University District community gerrymanders one of the only

majority-BIPOC communities in the North End of Seattle—it furthers structural

disenfranchisement of renters, students, young people, and people of color in the city.

When proposing the amendment, Commissioner O’Sullivan suggested that we may support his

amendment because we voiced our support for Green Lake to be placed in District 4. While we

would ideally like Green Lake in District 4 as laid in our own map proposal, it’s a far greater priority

of our’s that disproportionately impacted neighborhoods—particularly BIPOC, young,

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScpNp8p7Bf61MHgcwW58zRmdbyQ06ctBH9_eoevh3K4qpiMoA/viewform


renter-heavy neighborhoods like the U District and UW—remain whole and empowered. The RJS

map has Green Lake in District 4  while also keeping UW and U District whole in District 4. We
oppose the O’Sullivan Amendment because the splits to the UW-U District community are much
more harmful than the Green Lake change is good.

Furthermore, this O’Sullivan Amendment (as did every other “O’Sullivan Amendment”) violates
City Charter law stating that the number of waterway crossings should be minimized in the map.
There is only one necessary waterway crossing over Lake Union to comply with the 1% population

deviation requirement. Any additional crossovers would violate Charter law to “follow waterways

and geographic boundaries… to the extent practical”, as this amendment does by straddling both

District 6 and now District 3 over Lake Union. Breaking Charter law and diluting the voices of
young, renter, BIPOC residents in the UW/U-District in favor of Magnolia is inequitable and bad
governing.

Finally, passing such a drastic change to the map plan this late in the process with only 6 days of
notice is unfair, inequitable, and bad governance on the part of the Commission. The Commission

should keep its word from October 18’s business meeting that only small changes to District 6 and

7 will be considered. As Commissioner Neelima Shah said, drastic changes to the map right now
would not give affected communities adequate time to give feedback to the Commission. Two

weeks is not enough time for communities to learn about the process, examine the maps, organize

themselves, and provide feedback. Thus only small changes should be considered. Anything else

would be a betrayal of fair and inclusive process.

For these reasons, we urge the Commission to reject both the O’Sullivan and Nickels Amendments

proposed on October 25, 2022.

Our Coalition supports both the Juarez Amendment and the October 18 Commission Map Plan

with no strong preference between the two. We appreciate Commissioner Juarez’s careful

consideration of the lines in Magnolia he lifted up in his amendment.

Please consider other related articles and statements from the past week:
● The Stranger: “Knock it off Seattle Redistricting Commission: The Commission's latest

amendments to their maps have lots of people in the U District big mad, as they propose

dividing the University of Washington from the businesses and student housing in the U

District.”

● The Seattle Times: “Andrew Hong, of Redistricting Justice for Seattle, said [the O’Sullivan

Amendment] would crack the U District community that has many renters, young people

and people of color, while requiring two districts to cross the Lake Washington Ship Canal,

rather than one. [He added that] no major changes should be made this late in the

redistricting process.”

● The Daily UW: “Students living in off-campus housing, including Greek Row, could be in a

completely different district from their peers living in Housing & Food Services (HFS)

https://www.thestranger.com/slog-am/2022/10/28/78670585/slog-am-commission-proposes-gerrymandering-uw-elon-musk-takes-over-twitter-and-all-aboard-the-phillies-bandwagon
https://www.redistrictingjusticewa.org/statements-blog/overwhelming-support-for-coalition-redistricting-map-s284w
https://udistrictpartnership.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/10/Joint-U-District-Letter-to-Seattle-Redistricting-Commission-10-26-22.pdf?mc_cid=edf42e5252&mc_eid=cba64915ce
https://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/politics/split-magnolia-or-u-district-panel-weighs-seattle-redistricting-options/
https://www.dailyuw.com/news/new-proposed-redistricting-amendment-plans-to-divide-uw-from-the-u-district/article_a4b742f8-5664-11ed-88b7-7f5b008a6b0e.html


student housing in a new proposed redistricting amendment provided by Rory O'Sullivan

of the Seattle Redistricting Commission (SRC).”

● U District Partnership: “We ask you to reconsider any last-minute proposed changes to

Commissioner Malaba’s map that would result in the division of our neighborhoods. It is

imperative that the Seattle Redistricting Commission keep the U District whole in its

recommended map. Specifically, we ask you to consider the U District as the area that

stretches from I-5 to 25th Ave NE and from Ravenna Park and Boulevard to Portage Bay.”

● RJS’ Sean Haney, UW Greek Pride President: “The University of Washington and

University District are a cohesive community. Many UW students live in the U District, and

many more interact with U District businesses, residents, and public spaces. We’re a

connected renter, majority-BIPOC, student-heavy community that faces many unique

challenges, and splitting us hurts our voice.”

● Urban League’s Nirae Petty in the South Seattle Emerald: “We need more voices that

center communities in the redistricting process over the special interests of white and

wealthy neighborhoods. Testify to tell the Commission to pass the newly amended map by

Nov. 2, before their final vote for our new district lines.”

Who We Are
Redistricting Justice for Seattle (RJS) is made up of community-based organizations, advocacy

groups, community members and non-profits interested in calling for an equitable and transparent

Seattle redistricting process.

Our coalition values are the following:

1. Transparency of Data and Process. Ensure the commission announces the process early

and often, and publishes all data sets and values used for making the maps. Additionally,

the commission should comply with SB 5583 to count incarcerated individuals in their last

known address if it was in Seattle.

2. Equitable Community Input. Community input should be gathered equitably and across

the city, ensuring that all voices are being heard equitably when drawing maps. Ensure

South End and Skyway communities are equitably considered in the process.

3. Keeping communities of interest together. Ensure Black, Indigenous, Asian-Pacific

Islander, Latino, and Native communities’ voting rights are protected and not diluted. Keep

neighborhoods together and not divided. Finally, do not dilute the voting power of young

people, renters, working class people, and other marginalized groups.

4. Prioritize people and communities over incumbent politicians and special interests.

Coalition membership:
Washington Community Alliance

WinWin Network

Fix Democracy First

Asian Counseling & Referral Service

https://davesredistricting.org/maps#viewmap::01e48083-bce4-4834-93aa-8a347c9a8a67
https://udistrictpartnership.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/10/Joint-U-District-Letter-to-Seattle-Redistricting-Commission-10-26-22.pdf?mc_cid=edf42e5252&mc_eid=cba64915ce
https://www.redistrictingjusticewa.org/statements-blog/overwhelming-support-for-coalition-redistricting-map-s284w
https://southseattleemerald.com/2022/10/26/opinion-magnolia-fights-for-last-minute-switch-without-acknowledging-its-own-racist-past/
https://app.leg.wa.gov/billsummary?billnumber=5583&year=2021


Urban League of Metropolitan Seattle

League of Women Voters Seattle-King County

Asian Pacific Islander Americans for Civic Empowerment

Washington Bus

Pacific Islander Health Board

Rainier Beach High School community

Planned Parenthood NW

Seattle Chinatown International District Preservation Development Authority (SCIDpda)

Seattle BEST

UW Greek Pride



Seattle Redistricting Commission 
City of Seattle 
700 5th Avenue 
Seattle, WA 98124 
City_Redistricting@seattle.gov 
 
Re: Keep the U-District in one Piece when Redistricting Seattle 
 
         27 October 2022 
Dear Commissioners, 
 
I am a long term resident of University Park, located between the University 
of Washington and Ravenna Park. I am appalled at the fact that after all the 
months that have been spent on the new redistricting plan, there are now 
suddenly two plans under consideration, which would divide the U-District. 
 
I am a retired Research Engineer from the University of Washington, and my 
wife also worked at the UW. We moved into this neighborhood because of 
its vicinity of our great University. While I am no longer that active, I have 
been involved with many U-District organizations during the past 20 years:  
- Board member and president of the University Park Community Club 
- Active member in the City’s U District Livability Partnership project, out of 
which came the U District Partnership 
- CUCAC (City University Community Advisory Committee), which among 
other things worked on the 2019 UW Seattle Campus Master Plan 
- U District Partnership Clean and Safe Committee, where I was co-chair 
- North of 45th Working Group, which works to improve the relationship 
between the University and the surrounding residential neighborhoods 
- and other similar efforts. 
 
While we had our differences at times, all these groups and projects always 
aimed at making the U District a better place to live, work and visit. We 
have made great progress, and our neighborhood has grown together in a 
way I could not have imagined 20 years ago. 
 
It is very important for our U District to be represented by a single 
Councilmember, who considers us an integral part of his/her District. We do 
not want to see our interests diluted, because we have been divided 
arbitrarily, and we want to continue working together and with our 
Councilmember, to further improve our U District. 



All the proposed redistricting plans over the past three months have shown 
adjustments to the boundaries of District 4, which can be considered 
realistic and thoughtful. So please, please, please abandon these last minute 
proposals to split the U District between two Council Districts. 
 
With best regards and great hopes to be heard, 
 

 
 
Ruedi Risler 
 
5256 19th Ave NE 
Seattle, WA 98105 



To: City_Redistricting@seattle.gov, elsa.batres-boni@seattle.gov
Subject: Community Advisory Committee for Interbay Village supports the O’Sullivan and 

Nickels maps to keep the Magnolia neighborhood in a single Council District 

Dear Commissioners Juarez, Malaba, Nickels, O’Sullivan and Shah, 

The Community Advisory Committee meets monthly to advocate for the needs of our homeless 
neighbors at Interbay Safe Harbor Village, at the foot of the Magnolia Bridge. Our leadership, 
advocacy and desire of the whole Magnolia neighborhood  to locate the new encampment 
within Interbay led to a new partnership between the Interbay Safe Harbor Village leadership, 
LIHI, Port of Seattle and the City of Seattle. The result was the successful relocation and 
expansion of the village onto Port-owned property near the Magnolia Bridge.
Our advocacy efforts will face needless obstacles if the Commission moves to split Magnolia 
into two Council districts. We support the O’Sullivan map and the Nickels map, which keep our 
advocacy efforts on behalf of our homeless neighbors streamlined and effective. 
The O'Sullivan and Nickels maps both are responsive to what neighborhoods have shared 
about their boundaries, neighborhoods, and neighbors. We want to add the voices of local 
advocates for our homeless neighbors as another reason to keep Magnolia in one Council 
District.
.
Thank you.

Community Advisory Committee Members: 
Ellen Monrad
Candice Hoyt
Jan Monti
Sue Olson
Janis Traven
Libby Stevenson
Elizabeth Stanton
Brad Chamberlain
Wendy Chamberlain

Community Advisory Committee

Interbay Village


October 28, 2022

mailto:elsa.batres-boni@seattle.gov


Seattle Redistricting Commission
City of Seattle
700 5th Avenue
Seattle, WA  98124
City_Redistricting@seattle.gov

Re: City of Seattle Council Redistricting and Potential Impacts to the University District

Dear Commissioners:

We write to you today as a coalition of organizations that represent Seattle's University District and
Roosevelt neighborhoods. We collectively represent nearly 45,000 residents, 48,000 students, and
over 1,000 small businesses and are writing to express our concern about the recent proposed
electoral maps that aim to divide our community into different council districts.

The University District is one of Seattle’s most racially and economically diverse areas that is home
to one of the City’s fastest growing population of renters. This is why it’s particularly remarkable
when organizations from across the U District and beyond speak out, as many of us did earlier this
summer to ensure the Seattle Redistricting Commission knew our community’s vision to be one
cohesive neighborhood.

Unfortunately, we came to learn this week that there is a last-minute effort to significantly reconfigure
Commissioner Malaba’s map with several proposals that would split the University District. This is
problematic for a few reasons:

First, our community has been working together to remove unnecessary divisions (both literal and
figurative) between the campus and the larger University District neighborhood through design,
partnerships and collaborations. The University of Washington and its constituents are central to the
function and identity of our neighborhood. These recent proposals would re-establish unhelpful
divisions in our community.

Second, the proposed changes remove the campus and lump it together across a body of water
with Capitol Hill, which is in conflict with the spirit of the rules that call for districts to follow
‘waterways and geographic boundaries.’

Third, these proposed changes come at the very end of a long process and ignore months of
feedback from community organizations like ours. Our constituents are mostly renters, 49% of whom
live below the poverty level, and they deserve equal and unfractured representation. As one of the
fastest-growing communities in the city, it is imperative to have a shared vision and voice to
advocate for ways to adapt to our fast changing needs in an area at high risk of displacement.
Dividing our community makes this challenge much harder.

Fourth, population growth within the ‘existing district boundaries’ of our Fourth District has kept
pace with that of Seattle as a whole (at 21%), while other council districts experienced much more
divergence, so there is no need to change our boundaries so drastically. The U District high-rise,

mailto:City_Redistricting@seattle.gov


urban center is the driver of this rapid growth in our broader council district and deserves a requisite
degree of self-determination.

We ask you to reconsider any last-minute proposed changes to Commissioner Malaba’s map that
would result in the division of our neighborhoods. It is imperative that the Seattle Redistricting
Commission keep the U District whole in its recommended map. Specifically, we ask you to consider
the U District as the area that stretches from I-5 to 25th Ave NE and from Ravenna Park and
Boulevard to Portage Bay.

While we are a neighborhood with various levels of economic, social and racial diversity, we are still
one interconnected community. We ask you to keep our U District community whole, particularly as
we become a showcase of viable, livable, urban density for the future growth of Seattle.

Sincerely,

Don Blakeney
Executive Director, U District Partnership

Cory Crocker
President, U District Community Council

Ron Davis
Board Member, on behalf of the Roosevelt Neighborhood Association

Aaron Hoard
Interim Director of Regional & Community Relations, University of Washington

Aileen M. Langhans
Secretary, University Park Community Club

Cc: Seattle City Council



October 26, 2022

Dear Seattle Redistricting Commissioners:

I am writing to you on behalf of the U District Partnership to express our concerns about the recent
proposed maps that aim to divide the University District into different council districts.

The U District Partnership is a neighborhood organization representing a diverse community of over
36,000 residents and more-than 1,000 businesses including the University of Washington. We are
the City’s largest and oldest commercial, residential and educational district outside of downtown
Seattle. We are one of Seattle’s most racially and economically diverse neighborhoods. We also
have many renters and a wide variety of ages in our community.

This is why it’s particularly meaningful when organizations from across the U District speak out, as
we did earlier this summer to ensure the Seattle Redistricting Commission knew our community’s
vision to be one cohesive neighborhood. But despite our continued advocacy throughout this
process, it seems the Commission is once again considering last minute maps that would split our
neighborhood in two, separating much of the University of Washington from the broader U District
neighborhood. This is problematic. For years, our community has been working to bring the
University and larger neighborhood together to embrace our diversity and shared geography. The
University of Washington and its constituents are irrevocably integrated into the broader U District
community, and the University is central to the function and identity of our neighborhood. These
recent proposals would reestablish unhelpful divisions in our community.

These last minute proposals are surprising and do not fulfill this Commission’s charge to consider
existing communities as cohesive entities–hastily lumping a portion of our community in with Capitol
Hill. This division could very well lead to a scenario in which our community’s diverse voice would be
diluted, and give us less consideration by elected officials who also represent the interests of entire
communities, like Laurelhurst or West Seattle.

It is imperative that the Redistricting Commission keep the U District whole in its recommended map.
Specifically, we ask you to consider the U District as the area that stretches from I-5 to 25th Ave NE
and from Ravenna Park and Boulevard to Portage Bay. Keeping our community whole is common
sense.

Thank you for your work and consideration,

Don Blakeney
Executive Director, U District Partnership



Dear Commissioners,  
 
In addition to our joint letter submitted with our partners in the University District, we want to write to 
you separately with a direct comment for public record, from the Roosevelt Neighborhood Association. 
 
The Roosevelt Neighborhood Association is extremely disappointed by the recent proposals made by 
Seattle City Redistricting Commissioners Nichols and O’Sullivan. After months of engagement with the 
community, it’s clear there is a broad, preponderance of support for the Redistricting Justice Coalition's 
map, and that in any case, any adopted map must keep communities together, pay special attention to 
those who are traditionally underrepresented, like renters and BIPOC residents, and stick to the 
guidelines set out in the charter.  
 
The latest proposals by commissioners O’Sullivan and Nichols do none of these things. And they give a 
community of mostly students that is overwhelmingly composed of young, BIPOC renters just a few days 
of notice to activate and protect itself. For commissioners tasked with the highly consequential role of 
ensuring not only substantively appropriate maps, but basic due process, this last minute, massive 
change that no one was asking for amounts to a serious dereliction of duty. 
 
At the Roosevelt Neighborhood Association, one of our guiding principles is inclusivity. We cannot stand 
by while our neighbors are subjected to such an exclusionary move by our city. 
 
The Nichols map is so poorly constructed that it looks deliberately designed to dilute renter power. It 
does so while ripping communities like the U-District apart into different electoral districts, and 
shoehorning unrelated neighborhoods together across waterways, against the guidance of the charter. 
It should be set aside without further consideration. 
 
While we are encouraged that the O’Sullivan map finally pays attention to calls from people testifying 
and the Redistricting Justice Coalition’s efforts to unite the Green Lake and Roosevelt, Wallingford and 
Meridian (“Tangletown”)--neighborhoods that share parks, elementary schools, walkways and interests–
it does so at unacceptable cost. Moving UW across the water goes against charter guidelines, violates 
the racial equity toolkit provided by the city, and, just as the poorly designed Fremont addendum did, 
treats renters and their interests as disposable by dividing their districts and thus diluting their voting 
power. It’s hard to understand why such a radical, capricious move, disconnected from months of 
suggestions and advocacy, would be suggested at the last minute. 
 
We strongly encourage the commission to adopt the Redistricting Justice Coalition map. It keeps our 
sister neighborhoods, the U District and Roosevelt, together, and whole. It treats seriously the fact that 
Roosevelt is indivisible from Greenlake and Meridian is indivisible from Wallingford. It makes 
Greenwood whole, and doesn’t treat renters with the contempt shown by the O’Sullivan and Nichols 
amendments.  
 
Please adopt the RJS map. 
 
Roosevelt Neighborhood Association Board 
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	CHANGE.ORG	PETITION	TO	KEEP	MAGNOLIA	WHOLE	
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October	24,	2022	

The	Magnolia	Community	Council	addiFonally	circulated	a	peFFon	for	awareness	of	the	
redistricFng	process	and	to	verify	support	for	keeping	the	Magnolia	neighborhood	whole.	As	of	
this	morning,	615	signatures	have	been	gathered.
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Congratulations on being an organizer. Take steps to strengthen your petition now

Keep Magnolia Whole

Magnolia Community Council started this petition

Your urgent, timely action is needed:

Sign this petition and send in your critical Public Comments now.

Neighbors unite! We have limited time to keep our Magnolia Community
intact! The Seattle Redistricting Commission has suddenly backtracked and
reverted to a draft City Council map that arbitrarily divides the Magnolia
peninsula, community, commercial center, public assets and schools,
ignoring statute and ordinance on preserving neighborhoods.

Magnolia Community Council and Discover Magnolia continue to support the
O’Sullivan-Shah Map that will keep Magnolia whole, and we ask that this
map be put back into consideration. 

Action Needed: We urge you to review redistricting details then, immediately:

1. Send in a Public Comment and ask for reinstatement of the
O’Sullivan-Shah Map

2. Sign this petition to say that you support the O’Sullivan-Shah
Map, and we do NOT support any map that divides Magnolia

3. Spread the word, let’s keep Magnolia whole! 

For more information, please see the Magnolia Community Council's full
statement.  And to stay up to date on redistricting and important Magnolia
action items, sign up for the Magnolia Community Council Newsletter here.

615 have signed. Let’s get to 1,000!

At 1,000 signatures, this petition
is more likely to be featured in
recommendations!

Magnolia is one neighborhood - we
must remain in one district. Keep…
Magnolia whole!
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October 24, 2022 
 
Dear Commission: 
 
I am opposed to the “Malaba Map” and how the Seattle Redistricting Commission has conducted redistricting. 
The Commission is prioritizing the Redistricting Justice Seattle coalition map and its goals to ensure the BIPOC 
community’s voting rights, and the voting power of young people, renters, working-class people, and other 
marginalized groups are prioritized over other communities of interest. Many of these desired outcomes are 
appropriate and needed. Indeed, the Commission should be informed by the RJS’ mapping efforts, public 
comments, and desired outcomes just as it should be informed by other residents' and organizations' 
advocacy. 
 
Based on public comments, the RJS coalition seems pleased with how the Commission has redrawn several 
districts, including newly redrawn Districts 1 & 2. However, the Commission’s reliance on the RJS map and its 
stated goals has fractured the Magnolia neighborhood and resulted in a non-compact and dis-contiguous 
council district for Magnolia residents. 
  
Public comments and statements from some Commissioners reflect the desire to crack Magnolia. This is partly 
due to its racial and socio-economic makeup and the historical use of redlining (which is not unique to Magnolia 
and was used in other Seattle neighborhoods). It has been suggested that Magnolia “deserves” to be or should 
willingly take on the burdens of being cracked as a matter of policy. This policy position comports to make up 
for 100 years of inequities mainly attributed to race, partisanship, systemic inequality, and economic indicators 
such as home ownership and income. 
 
The history of cracking in redistricting is well established and represents a dark side of redistricting. Legal 
challenges to redistricting results are replete with court decisions to ensure equal protection under the law. Most 
of these cases challenged the impacts of gerrymandering on minority voters. Arguably, it seems that the current 
Seattle city council redistricting process is applying some of the same gerrymandering tactics to crack and dilute 
the political influence of Magnolia, particularly when examining public comments describing Magnolia primarily 
on its racial and socio-economic attributes. I firmly believe that the Seattle Redistricting Commission should rely 
on objective, data-driven information to provide fair representation for all Seattle residents and prevent arbitrary 
or discriminatory boundaries that fracture and crack neighborhoods like the Magnolia peninsula. 
 
2020 Census is Informative – Objective, Data-Driven Results 
 
The proposed “Malaba Map” not only fractures the Magnolia peninsula into two districts but also splits Magnolia 
from Queen Anne, a neighborhood located to Magnolia’s east and connected by Interbay. Traditionally, 
Magnolia and Queen Anne have been combined in a single council district (District 7) and the 36th Legislative 
District. The 2020 U.S. Census combines Magnolia and Queen Anne, as well as much of downtown Seattle in a 
"public-use metadata area," or PUMA. A PUMA is the smallest Census summary level for which the ACS public-
use microdata can be used.1  
 
The 2020 Census provides objective information that should inform the Seattle Redistricting Commission’s 
process and assumptions.  
 
Age. For instance, the QA/Magnolia PUMA reflects a relatively young age range living in the area. Though the 
Magnolia neighborhood by itself may trend a bit older, the 2020 Census data would challenge the notion – and 
many public comments - that the area reflects an older, wealthier demographic. Indeed, 2020 Census data 

 
1 U.S. Census Bureau (2021). American Community Survey 1-year estimates. Retrieved from Census Reporter 
Profile page for Seattle City (Downtown)--Queen Anne & Magnolia PUMA, 
WA <http://censusreporter.org/profiles/79500US5311603-seattle-city-downtown-queen-anne-magnolia-puma-
wa/> 
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demonstrates that the median age of the PUMA is 33.3 years of age and those over 50 years of age reflect a 
much smaller portion of the residents)  
 
QA/Magnolia PUMA - AGE 

 
 
Race & Ethnicity. The 2020 QA/Magnolia PUMA data reflect more racial diversity than described in some public 
comments, op-eds, and statements by some Commissioners. Many commenters have raised concerns about 
the racial diversity in Magnolia.2 Though the QA/Magnolia PUMA is predominantly white, it is increasingly more 
diverse than measured by the 2010 PUMA.  
 
QA/Magnolia PUMA – RACE & ETHNICITY 

 
 
For comparison purposes, assess the QA/Magnolia PUMA data regarding race and ethnicity to the Seattle City 
(West) – Duwamish & Beacon Hill PUMA and the Seattle City (Southeast) – Capitol Hill PUMA. They are 
relatively, remarkedly similar. 
 
Seattle City (West) – Duwamish & Beacon Hill PUMA - RACE & ETHNICITY 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
2 https://www.seattletimes.com/opinion/redrawing-of-seattles-council-districts-shows-equity-is-possible/ 
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Seattle City (Southeast) – Capitol Hill PUMA - RACE & ETHNICITY 

 
 
 
Income. While the QA/Magnolia PUMA data reflect a higher-income population, the 2020 Census data would 
suggest that Magnolia is no more affluent than other Seattle neighborhoods that weren’t proposed to be 
fractured and cracked in the city council redistricting process. Below is the QA/Magnolia PUMA data on income: 
 
QA/Magnolia PUMA - INCOME 

 
 
Compare 2020 Census income data for Seattle City (Southeast)--Capitol Hill PUMA and the Seattle City (West) 
that includes Beacon Hill & Duwamish PUMA (see immediately below). These PUMAs will be included in the 
newly drawn Districts 1 & 2. All three PUMAs have roughly the same range of household income. Though per 
capita income is higher in the QA/Magnolia PUMA, the median income for the Seattle City (Southeast) – Capitol 
Hill PUMA is higher than in QA/Magnolia. 
 
Seattle City (Southeast) – Capitol Hill PUMA - INCOME 
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Seattle City (West) – Duwamish & Beacon Hill PUMA - INCOME 

 
 
 
Units & Occupancy. The QA/Magnolia PUMA is also informative about housing and reflects the rapidly changing 
demographics of rental units. Though Magnolia has its fair share of single-family homes, the area is increasing in 
rentals and renters. It is folly not to recognize that almost every Seattle neighborhood has a mix of renters, 
condo owners, and single-family homeowners. The use of renters as a distinct community of interest does not 
reflect the steady, if not rapid, rise in the mix of housing in all Seattle neighborhoods, including the QA/Magnolia 
PUMA.  
 
QA/Magnolia PUMA – UNITS & OCCUPANCY 

 
 
 
 
Owner-Occupied Housing Units. Finally, it is informative to compare the value of owner-occupied housing units 
between the QA/Magnolia PUMA and the Seattle City (Southeast) – Capitol Hill PUMA and the Seattle City 
(West) – Duwamish & Beacon Hill PUMA. What’s informative here is the relatively similar home value range 
between all three PUMAs.  
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Magnolia/QA 2020 PUMA – HOUSING UNITS 

 
 
Seattle City (Southeast) – Capitol Hill PUMA - HOUSING UNITS 

 
 
Seattle City (West) – Duwamish & Beacon Hill PUMA – HOUSING UNITS 

 
 
 
The data and documentation provided by the 2020 Census paint a much different demographic picture of 
various Seattle neighborhoods than the rhetoric provided in public testimony in support of cracking and 
fracturing Magnolia. Objective data analyses would suggest that the various Seattle PUMAs are not vastly 
different in terms of age, race and ethnicity, income, and housing. This is NOT to say I am against the proposed 
boundaries for Districts 1 & 2 or the goals of bringing equity in redistricting. It is because of supporting the goals 
and outcomes for Districts 1 & 2 that I challenge the cracking of Magnolia. Fair and ethical redistricting should 
reflect equal protections under the law and avoid the impermissible uses of race, socio-economic status, home 
ownership, or partisanship in redistricting.  
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment. 
 
Sincerely, Ann Goos 
2312 30th Ave W, Seattle, WA 98199 
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STATEMENT	ON	SEATTLE	REDISTRICTING	COMMISSION	DRAFT	MAP	

October	20,	2022	

Magnolia	has	the	most	clearly	defined	and	historic	boundaries	of	any	neighborhood	in	
Sea;le.	On	three	sides,	Magnolia	has	water	boundaries	--	Ellio;	Bay,	Puget	Sound	and	
the	Ship	Canal	--	with	the	railroad	and	Interbay	on	the	fourth	side.	It	is	only	accessible	by	
three	bridges.		

The	posiFon	of	the	Magnolia	Community	Council	is	that	the	Commission	should	
follow	the	vote	of	the	ciFzens	and	the	redistricFng	instrucFons	provided	and	retain	
Magnolia	as	a	single	neighborhood	and	in	a	single	Council	District.	The	maps	provided	by	
the	experts	and	the	map	generated	by	the	Commission	are	the	evidence	that	this	is	
easily	a;ainable.	

City	Charter	provisions	required	the	appointment	a	DistricFng	Master	to	provide	
expert	assistance	to	the	Commission.		The	expert	consultants	or	“DistricFng	Master”	
provided	four	draN	maps	that	kept	Magnolia	whole,	within	a	single	Council	District.	A	
Commissioner	map,	and	an	Amended	DraN	Map	from	Commissioners	O’Sullivan	and	
Shah	approved	by	a	4-1	Commission	majority	on	September	27	all	demonstrate	that	it	is	
in	fact	prac%cal,	feasible,	and	possible	to		keep	Magnolia	whole	and	at	the	same	Fme	
“follow	exisFng	District	boundaries,	recognized	waterways	and	geographic	boundaries	
and	Sea;le	communiFes	and	neighborhoods”	as	per	Charter	and	RCW.	

Yet,	the	Commission	has	suddenly,	without	explanaFon	or	-	recogniFon	of	the	vast	
majority	of	comments	in	favor	of	keeping	the	Magnolia	neighborhood		whole	-	reverted	
to	a	draN	map	that	arbitrarily	divides	the	Magnolia	peninsula,	community,	commercial	
center,	public	assets	and	schools,	ignoring	statute	and	ordinance	on	preserving	
neighborhoods	and	following	recognized		boundaries.		

Magnolia	is	one	neighborhood.	Keep	Magnolia	whole.	

	

Magnolia Community Council  
3213 W. Wheeler Street, No. 500 

 Seattle, WA  98199 
www.magnoliacommunitycouncil.org

https://seattle.gov/documents/Departments/Redistricting/Nickels.pdf
https://davesredistricting.org/maps#viewmap::5b340031-7761-4063-8bbf-7eca5d8868e5
https://davesredistricting.org/maps#viewmap::5b340031-7761-4063-8bbf-7eca5d8868e5


Memo: RJS Coalition Supports

10/18-Amended Coalition Map Plan
Redistricting Justice for Seattle Coalition

The Redistricting Justice for Seattle Coalition supports the amended Commission draft map plan

passed on October 18, 2022 and urges the Commission to pass that map with a final vote with the

fewest number of changes possible.

With the amendment passed on October 18, the Commission’s plan fully complies with Seattle

City Charter, state, federal, and Voting Rights Act law now that only one district crosses over the

Lake Union Ship Canal. This map plan also now does not split Fremont into three separate districts,

which would unequally harm a heavily-renter community to favor a home-owner, wealthy

neighborhood while bending City Charter law.

Elsewhere, this map protects historically redlined communities of color, namely Beacon Hill, Yesler

Terrace, Chinatown-International District, Northgate, Lake City, and Rainier Beach. This plan

keeps heavily-renter, growing, young, and diversifying communities of interest together like South

Lake Union, Uptown, Downtown, and the University District. This map follows communities of

interest in a legal and equitable way.

We appreciate the Commissioners responsiveness and transparency to the public throughout this

process. We especially want to lift up appreciation to Commissioner Eliseo Juarez for standing

with the RJS Coalition and underserved communities throughout this process. This map was

created with adequate transparency, public engagement opportunities, and community scrutiny.

For these reasons, the RJS Coalition supports the October 18 version of the Commission draft

map plan. We urge the Commission to pass the map as is or with very very minor modifications.

Who We Are
Redistricting Justice for Seattle (RJS) is made up of community-based organizations, advocacy

groups, community members and non-profits interested in calling for an equitable and transparent

Seattle redistricting process.

Our coalition values are the following:

1. Transparency of Data and Process. Ensure the commission announces the process early

and often, and publishes all data sets and values used for making the maps. Additionally,



the commission should comply with SB 5583 to count incarcerated individuals in their last

known address if it was in Seattle.

2. Equitable Community Input. Community input should be gathered equitably and across

the city, ensuring that all voices are being heard equitably when drawing maps. Ensure

South End and Skyway communities are equitably considered in the process.

3. Keeping communities of interest together. Ensure Black, Indigenous, Asian-Pacific

Islander, Latino, and Native communities’ voting rights are protected and not diluted. Keep

neighborhoods together and not divided. Finally, do not dilute the voting power of young

people, renters, working class people, and other marginalized groups.

4. Prioritize people and communities over incumbent politicians and special interests.

Coalition membership:
Washington Community Alliance

WinWin Network

Fix Democracy First

Asian Counseling & Referral Service

Urban League of Metropolitan Seattle

League of Women Voters Seattle-King County

Asian Pacific Islander Americans for Civic Empowerment

Washington Bus

Pacific Islander Health Board

Rainier Beach High School community

Planned Parenthood NW

Seattle Chinatown International District Preservation Development Authority (SCIDpda)

Seattle BEST

UW Greek Pride

https://app.leg.wa.gov/billsummary?billnumber=5583&year=2021


 To:  City_Redistricting@seattle.gov  ,  Elsa.Batres-Boni@seattle.gov  , 
 Logan.Drummond@seattle.gov 

 Dear Seattle Redistricting Commission: 

 Crown Hill Urban Village was created by a rezone of Seattle City Council in 2016, called the 
 Grand Bargain’s Mandatory Housing Affordability (MHA) program. The Crown Hill Urban Village 
 spans portions of Crown Hill, Whittier Heights, and Loyal Heights. 

 Our community engaged with the city and council starting in 2016 to ensure that our urban 
 village becomes a neighborhood with a dynamic city center. The goal was to lay the foundation 
 for our community and plan for the growth that is coming. This multi-year effort with engagement 
 of community, local businesses, city and council led to the approval of the Crown Hill 
 Neighborhood Design Guidelines that were approved on 09/27/22. 

 While we support the goals of this redistricting process, we are very concerned that the 
 proposed map is dividing our Crown Hill Neighborhood in the northwest corner. We strongly ask 
 that the Seattle Redistricting Commission keep the Crown Hill Neighborhood including the 
 Crown Hill Urban Village (between 75th and 105th St / 24th Ave and 3rd Ave NW) in a single 
 district. 

 We look to the commission to help our neighborhood move forward with its vision. 

 Thank you for your attention 

 The Crown Hill Village Association 

	Materials:	

 ●  Passing of Neighborhood Guidelines 
 ●  Crown Hill Urban Village OPCD 
 ●  Crown Hill Village 
 ●  Crown Hill Urban Village for Smart Growth Committee 

 info@crownhillvillage.org  9250 14  th  AVE  NW, Sea�le WA 98107           206.414.9597 

mailto:City_Redistricting@seattle.gov
mailto:Elsa.Batres-Boni@seattle.gov
mailto:Logan.Drummond@seattle.gov
https://council.seattle.gov/2022/09/27/city-council-unanimously-passes-crown-hill-neighborhood-design-guidelines/
https://www.seattle.gov/opcd/ongoing-initiatives/crown-hill-urban-village
https://www.crownhillvillage.org/
https://crownhillurbanvillage.org/
mailto:info@crownhillvillage.org


October 18, 2022 
 
Seattle Redistricting Commission 
 
Re: Latest draft seamaps 
 
Dear Commissioners: 
 
I have been involved in Seattle redistricting since serving on the steering committee for Charter 
Amendment 19 that changed Seattle’s City Council to a 7 district, 2 at-large electoral system. I was a 
lead drafter of the charter amendment.  
 
On the other hand, the steering committee had very little to do with the drafting of the initial map. 
The map was drawn by an expert in districting, Professor Emeritus Richard Morrill. See The two 
most consequential changes the steering committee made to Professor Morrill’s map was to put the 
Eastlake community back together, and to allow East Fremont to be split from the rest of Fremont 
in order to keep Green Lake intact. 
 
The only reason there was a map at all was due to the political difficulty of getting a charter 
amendment passed without the voters seeing a visual of what they were voting for, as opposed to 
creating yet another government “commission” to draft the map. It worked: The charter 
amendment was supported by about 2/3 of the voters. 
 
Now you are tasked with revising Dr. Morrill’s map. I have followed the series of maps as they have 
been presented. I am writing today to provide my concerns about one of the proposed maps. The 
map that puts all of Fremont except East Fremont into District 7 across the Ship Canal should not be 
adopted. I have three major reasons for this opinion: 
 
1. Fremont is much more aligned with neighborhoods to the east (Wallingford) and west (Ballard) 
than across the Ship Canal. To the north and south, Fremont is more aligned with Phinney Ridge, 
than with Queen Anne. “Alignment” includes other electoral and administrative districts, including 
school board and legislative districts and police precincts. 
 
2. While it is necessary for district boundaries to cross the Ship Canal, it is not necessary that more 
than one district cross the water. 
 
3. I support the goals of the Redistricting Justice for Washington. Their support for the prior map 
deserves considerable weight. 
 
Thanks for your consideration, 
 
Toby Thaler 
Fremont Resident Since 1972 
206 697-4043 
Fremont@louploup.net 



October 18, 2022 

From: Bruce D. Carter 

To: Seattle Redistricting Commission 

 Re: Comment to the Seattle Redistricting Commission  

Dear Commissioners:  

 I support the proposed O’Sullivan/Shah map and oppose dividing my Magnolia 
neighborhood into more than one legislative district  which would violate the SMC. 

(1) Based on my fifty-year residency in Magnolia, I believe that allegations of  on-going racism 
in Magnolia are unfounded. 

(2) The question I pose is what Seattle neighborhood is more historically unified and 
protected against redistricting division under the SMC than Magnolia? 

Perspective: 

I am writing to respond to Commissioner questions about the unity of interests in Magnolia 
through the years.  I have lived in my current residence in Magnolia for 50 years. I believe that I have a 
reasonable understanding of the interests and concerns in Magnolia.   I am trained as an attorney, and I 
worked in Seattle for more than 20 years as an Assistant United States Attorney focusing on corruption 
and fraud. Since retiring as a federal prosecutor in 2001, I served as a Municipal Court Judge pro 
tempore, spent 8 years on the Seattle Ethics Commission, and worked as a Board member of the 
Municipal League of King County where I served as President. I have also worked  many years on the 
Board of the Magnolia Community Council where I have served as President. 

Discussion: 

(1) Charges of  racial discrimination in Magnolia within the past fifty years are unfounded: I 
have been somewhat involved in civil rights and minority educational concerns during my 
more than 50 year residency in Seattle.  During 1969, I was the founding pro bono attorney 
establishing Project Equality of the Northwest, an ecumenical non-profit organization 
actively focused on assuring equal employment opportunity among church suppliers until 
funding dried up in the early 1970’s. From the mid-1980’s until 2020, I was engaged in 
supporting and fund-raising for the Jonestown, Mississippi  African-American educational 
program of the Holy Names Sisters.   At no time during my fifty-five year Seattle residency, 
have I heard any  factual allegations of racial discrimination arising in Magnolia. 
 

(2) Magnolia is protected from Redistricting Division under the Seattle Municipal Code. 

The Seattle Municipal Code appears to be designed to protect the Magnolia neighborhood 
against division into more than one Seattle legislative district. 

Seattle Municipal Code, Section 2, Subdivision D: Council Redistricting provides as follows:… 

(3) District boundaries shall be drawn to produce compact and contiguous districts that are 
not gerrymandered. The population of the largest district shall exceed the population of the 



smallest by no more than one percent. To the extent practical, district boundaries shall follow 
existing District boundaries, recognized waterways and geographic boundaries, and Seattle 
communities and neighborhoods.  … 

Magnolia is the most insular and geographically distinct neighborhood in Seattle. It is 
surrounded on four sides by Elliott Bay, Puget Sound, the ship canal and the Burlington Northern rail 
yards. Magnolia may become even more of an economic island in the event of tsunami flooding of the 
Port’s Terminal 91 and the BNSF rail yard area or the City’s expected failure of  bridges linking to 
Magnolia in the next major earthquake. 

   Magnolia  has  been a unique unitary legislative, geographic, residential  and commercial 
political component of Seattle. Regardless of the level of government, all of the Magnolia neighborhood 
has always been included in one federal, state, county or city legislative district. We Magnolians have 
participated  as a politically diverse group in the political process with forums, presentations and 
debates with various political persons and government agencies that served all of Magnolia, sometimes 
in conjunction with other neighborhoods, such as, Queen Anne, Ballard or the Denny Regrade.  

We have numerous significant community-wide issues that we need  to address   with one voice for our 
insular peninsula. Dividing representation for our peninsula would diminish focus and progress on our 
important issues. 

 For example, all Magnolians are imperiled by the age and condition of the three bridges linking 
us to the east with the rest of  Seattle. The Magnolia Bridge nearly collapsed in the 2001 Nisqually Day 
Earthquake and the Seattle Department of Emergency Management  has told us that it expects the 
Magnolia Bridge to fall down in the next major quake. The other bridges are decrepit  and require 
constant Magnolia-wide advocacy for maintenance. 

 Another community-wide issue involves unified community advocacy on light rail station and 
right-of way placement. We must advocate with one voice to  place stations and  right-of way 
appropriately  while preserving maximum capacity on existing arterials  needed to move people and 
freight in the years ahead. 

Conclusion: The O’Sullivan/Shah map should be approved. 

 

Thank you, 

 

Bruce Carter 

C: 206-794-0975 

3012 West Eaton Street 

Seattle 



October 17, 2022 
 
Patience Malaba, Commission Chair 
Seattle Redistricting Commission 
700 5th Avenue 
Seattle, WA 98124 
 
VIA Email  
 
Re: City of Seattle Council District Map for Fremont 
 
Dear Commission Chair Malaba and Commissioners: 
 
Thank you for your service on the Seattle Redistricting Commission! 
  
I have lived in Fremont for more than 20 years and have served on the Board of the Fremont 
Neighborhood Council (FNC) for most of those years, including serving as President. I have been very 
engaged in neighborhood activism and have interacted closely with City Council, the City Attorney’s 
Office, Department of Neighborhoods, Historic Preservation Program, Seattle Public Utilities, SDOT, 
Office of Arts and Culture, and both the Northwest and Northeast Design Commissions. My wife and I 
are both activists and have been engaged in historic preservation, public safety, land use, sustainability, 
and tree canopy preservation in Fremont, including organizing and leading volunteers. These activities 
have provided a good perspective on how Fremont interacts with the City and with its closest 
neighborhoods: Ballard, Wallingford and Phinney. And moreover, the ways in which these collaborations 
can be most successful.  
  
I am writing in support of the Redistricting Justice Seattle (RJS) proposal and the Malaba/Juarez 
amendment that maintains Fremont’s current district boundaries in District 6 and District 4. I do not 
support this course because it is the status quo, but because it is the most effective for the City, the City 
Council, and the Fremont Neighborhood and is the most just solution neighborhood and its residents. 
  
Challenges/issues north of the Ship Canal and collaboration among neighborhoods 
  
Challenges and issues north of the Ship Canal tend to run latitudinally from west to east and east to 
west—perhaps because of the waterways—and it has been that way for most, if not all, of the last 
century. These issues cross over between neighborhoods and solutions require collaboration between 
neighborhoods and City Councilmembers. Fremont, Wallingford, and Phinney are all smaller 
neighborhoods and we have found, when we collaborate, we can be most effective on issues we share 
in common and we can best serve our residents by doing so. 
  
For example, Fremont and the Ballard Alliance are currently collaborating on a proposed re-channeling 
of Leary Way by SDOT and METRO. The proposal will create a bus only lane that both pro-transit 
neighborhoods anticipate will have major transportation impacts for citizens and freight movement 
without any benefit to transit riders. The collaboration between the neighborhoods has led to a review 
of the data behind the proposed solution. The data (multi-year ridership of Route 40) does not support 
the proposed solution by SDOT and METRO. Both neighborhoods working together in the same Council 
District have been able to make the community’s voices heard. 
  



Wallingford and Fremont have collaborated in public safety issues along Aurora through F.A.W.N. 
(Fremont Aurora Wallingford Neighbors), a volunteer group that works to address public safety 
(particularly drug trafficking and prostitution) on Aurora between 50th and the Ship Canal. It was through 
active engagement by citizens in collaboration with the Fremont Neighborhood Council, SPD, and the 
City Attorney’s Office that we were able to significantly reduce harm caused by the owner of three 
motels that were the center for much of the criminal activity. The resolution ultimately dramatically 
improved public safety and made room for investment in new low-income housing. 
  
Wallingford and Fremont continue to collaborate on issues of displacement (a very real impact in our 
neighborhoods), land use, transit, MHA investment/affordable housing, parks/open space, tree canopy, 
SDOT, and public safety. These issues also are more manageable to address when working within the 
same Council District. 
  
Fremont collaborates with the Phinney Neighborhood on land use, impacts from the Zoo on residents, 
and SDOT (realignment of streets/removal of access). 
 
Moving West Fremont (west of Aurora) into District 7 separates the two halves of Fremont, it impacts 
collaborative relationships and partnerships that have been in place for more than a decade. 
  
Public Safety 
  
Fremont has been able to address public safety issues in both halves of Fremont because we are both in 
the North Precinct and because both Council Districts are also within the North Precinct. In the 
experience of those of us who are active in working on public safety issues in Fremont, we have found 
that citizen engagement and collaboration with SPD and Councilmembers in D6 and D4 has been 
successful (and essential). If West Fremont is moved into D7, it means the D7 Councilmember will need 
to build new relationships with the North Precinct as D7 is located in the West Precinct, that will be 
inefficient and may lead to decreased Councilmember support for Fremont’s efforts. 
  
Concerns 
  
In 2013, when City Council Districts were first implemented, Fremont was split into two parts with 
Aurora as the dividing line. The Fremont Neighborhood Council, activists and residents were not happy 
with this alignment and particularly because we did not have a voice in the development of the map. It 
had been our intention during the last ten years to re-unite Fremont into one District. 
  
This summer when redistricting discussions began in earnest, the FNC had a discussion with the 
neighborhood. There was consensus that while we would rather be in one City Council District, we have 
been able to make this work for us and we can compromise by requesting to keep our District alignment 
the same—in D6 and D4. We also recognized that the Redistricting Commission had many demands in 
this round of redistricting and assumed our compromise may hep the process. 
  
In September Commissioner O’Sullivan attended the Fremont Neighborhood Council to gather feedback 
about the District Map; at that time, the FNC Board was unaware of the proposal to split Fremont into 
three districts. The FNC Board advocated for its D6 and D4 alignment. And subsequently Commissioners 
O’Sullivan and Shah have proposed an amendment that moves West Fremont into District 7. In my 
opinion the Commission is not listening to the Fremont Neighborhood Council, Fremont residents or 



Redistricting Justice Seattle. The O’Sullivan/Sham amendment will negatively impact the Fremont 
Neighborhood on top of the neighborhood’s division in 2013. 
  
Further, placing half of Fremont in District 7 will likely mean Fremont issues do not receive the same 
attention from the D7 Councilmember because they are geographically apart (and different) from the 
rest of the District, will take more effort to resolve, and there are much larger issues in the rest of that 
district that include the Pike Place Market, Belltown, South Lake Union, Seattle Center, Queen Anne, and 
part of Magnolia. Fremont will be the smallest voice among those neighborhoods. 
  
The Commission and Redistricting Justice Seattle has done excellent work in its re-alignment of South 
Seattle. I encourage the Commission to revisit your charter and to recognize that for the smaller 
neighborhoods north of the Ship Canal, alignment, relationships, and collaboration make a difference.  
  

"District boundaries shall be drawn to produce compact and contiguous districts that are not 
gerrymandered. The population of the largest district shall exceed the population of the smallest 
by no more than one percent. To the extent practical, district boundaries shall follow existing 
District boundaries, recognized waterways and geographic boundaries, and Seattle 
communities and neighborhoods. In drawing the plan, neither the Commission nor the 
districting master shall consider the residence of any person." 

  
  
Recommendation: 
  
Fremont was impacted by District assignments in 2013 when the neighborhood was divided into two 
parts.  
  
I urge you to complete the good work you have done so far by selecting the RJS map and the 
Malaba/Juarez amendment’s alignment of Fremont in District 4 and District 6 when you vote to approve 
the final map. As articulated in the Stranger headline on Friday, “Seattle Must Keep Promise to Create 
First-Ever People-Centered Voting Districts”. In my opinion, you are close to achieving this objective. 
 
Thank you Chair Malaba and members of the Seattle Redistricting Commission for your service to the 
people of Seattle. I recognize this has not been easy work, however in the end, if we can have a more 
just, more equitable, more representative, solution for City Council Districts, we will all be the better as 
a community. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Erik 
 
Erik G. Pihl 
3647 Albion Pl N 
Seattle, WA 98107 
 
Cc: Seattle Redistricting Commissioners: 
   Eliseo Juarez 
   Greg Nickels 
   Rory O’Sullivan 



   Neelima Shah 
 
   Seattle Redistricting Commission staff: 
   Logan Drummond, Department of Neighborhoods 
   Elsa Bates-Boni, Department of Neighborhoods 
 



Memo: Final Map Amendment Proposals
Redistricting Justice for Seattle Coalition

The Redistricting Justice for Seattle Coalition would like to submit the three amendments for

consideration by the Seattle Redistricting Commission in the final 4 weeks of this process.

After overwhelming turnout and support for the RJS map throughout this whole process and

especially at the final October 8, 2022 public forum, the Commission should consider the RJS map

and related amendments for a vote(s) to live up to the Commission’s stated value of public input.

Every public forum since August 2, the majority of public testimony has been in support of the RJS

map and corresponding changes to the Commission’s map(s). It is clear that Seattleites broadly

support the RJS map, and the Commission should heavily reconsider the boundaries proposed by

RJS in these final weeks.

Here are the following amendments we wish the Commission to consider:

(1) RJS Map Amendment: Adopt the Redistricting Justice for Seattle map in its entirety, with the

exception of the Eastlake neighborhood (we accept the amendment to keep Eastlake whole in

District 3, and move parts of First Hill into District 7). See map amendment here.
● To see a full description of the RJS map proposal, please visit our memo.

● Highlighted edits: Malaba Amendment (see below), Green Lake Amendment (see below),

and minor changes to the District 2-3 boundary to keep Rainier Valley communities more

intact (in District 2) along Rainier Ave.

(2) Green Lake Amendment: Move Green Lake from District 6 into District 4, and subsequently

Wedgewood from District 4 into District 5, then unite Greenwood from District 5 into District 6.

See map amendment here.
● This proposal would be in line with community input from coalition members in the

Meridian-Roosevelt neighborhood that have identified Roosevelt, Meridian, and Green

Lake as a cohesive neighborhood (in District 4) connected by many walkways.

● This change would keep Wallingford and south Green Lake—cohesive neighborhoods—

within one district (District 4).

● This change would keep Greenwood more intact within one district (District 6)

(3) Malaba Amendment: Keep District 7 south of the Ship Canal and keep Fremont within

Districts 4 and 6. Subsequently, move District 7 west into Magnolia and use 28th Ave W as the

boundary between District 6 and 7. See map amendment here.
● See a complete description of why RJS supports the Malaba Amendment over the 9/27

Commission map post-“Fremont Amendment” here.

https://davesredistricting.org/maps#viewmap::7c4c8606-4d04-48cc-a2a1-7f6cb0482518
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/606a3f8241d56f46d63f3c3d/t/62d9f3757f3324460ef18a2f/1658450806969/FINAL-+RJS+Map+Proposal+Report+%282%29.pdf
https://davesredistricting.org/maps#viewmap::de20ac8e-bbdd-4216-a248-9ec9dbe4a043
https://davesredistricting.org/maps#viewmap::e0df3983-3b67-4aec-b3fc-1795adb45132
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1V1Ub8oTqO9RkwHxasIBvgv09ZnlYGbKZ4vI7JyfgyPc/edit?usp=sharing


● This keeps Fremont within 2 districts instead of split between 3 districts, centering equity

and fairness across neighborhoods.

● This fully complies with City Charter law regarding keeping in line with waterways and

geographic boundaries.

● This specific “Malaba” method of straddling Districts 6 and 7 along 28th Ave W in Magnolia

does a few things better than other district line proposals:

○ It keeps Magnolia Village business community together—a named priority from the

Magnolia Chamber of Commerce

○ It follows geographic boundaries along the hill that straddles each side of 28th Ave

○ It coincides with the socioeconomic, renter-homeowner, generational, and cultural

divide that exists east and west of 28th Ave.

Who We Are
Redistricting Justice for Seattle (RJS) is made up of community-based organizations, advocacy

groups, community members and non-profits interested in calling for an equitable and transparent

Seattle redistricting process.

Our coalition values are the following:

1. Transparency of Data and Process. Ensure the commission announces the process early

and often, and publishes all data sets and values used for making the maps. Additionally,

the commission should comply with SB 5583 to count incarcerated individuals in their last

known address if it was in Seattle.

2. Equitable Community Input. Community input should be gathered equitably and across

the city, ensuring that all voices are being heard equitably when drawing maps. Ensure

South End and Skyway communities are equitably considered in the process.

3. Keeping communities of interest together. Ensure Black, Indigenous, Asian-Pacific

Islander, Latino, and Native communities’ voting rights are protected and not diluted. Keep

neighborhoods together and not divided. Finally, do not dilute the voting power of young

people, renters, working class people, and other marginalized groups.

4. Prioritize people and communities over incumbent politicians and special interests.

Coalition membership:
Washington Community Alliance

WinWin Network

Fix Democracy First

Asian Counseling & Referral Service

Urban League of Metropolitan Seattle

League of Women Voters Seattle-King County

Asian Pacific Islander Americans for Civic Empowerment

Washington Bus

Pacific Islander Health Board

https://app.leg.wa.gov/billsummary?billnumber=5583&year=2021


Rainier Beach High School community

Planned Parenthood NW

Seattle Chinatown International District Preservation Development Authority (SCIDpda)

Seattle BEST

UW Greek Pride
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October 4, 2022 
 

 
To:     Seattle Redistricting Commission 
From: Ann Goos, 2312 30th Ave W, Seattle, WA 98199 206-465-5136 – agoos@seanet.com 
Re:     Responding to Commission’s Requests for Additional Information – Magnolia boundaries and 
defining Magnolia as a distinct and identifiable community of interest 
 
 
The following comments are in response to a request for more information from the Seattle Redistricting 
Commission meeting on October 4, 2022. 
 
Magnolia must be kept whole and in one council district, and the neighborhood must be connected to 
15th Avenue West and the area of Interbay from Pier 91 to the Ballard Bridge. Magnolia residents and 
businesses have distinct policy needs that will be served best by cohesive and informed representation 
by a single council member who understands the unique concerns and conditions of the neighborhood 
and the Interbay area along 15th Ave W.  
 

Magnolia is an identifiable community of interest within the council 
redistricting process. This is partly due to Magnolia’s 
geographical location, topographical features specific to a 
peninsula, limitations on transportation routes in and out of the 
peninsula, and consequent policy concerns and common 
interests generated by its limited access.  
 
Magnolia’s approximately 20,000 residents and businesses 
depend on three main bridges to transport vehicles, bicycles, 
pedestrians, and goods and services onto 15th Avenue West, 

which connects Magnolia to the city and beyond. The three bridges include the Magnolia Bridge, the 
Dravus Street Bridge, and the Emerson Street Bridge, which provide the only entrances and exits to 
and from Magnolia. Two of the bridges cross the Balmer Railyard. The yard is over 80 acres and has 41 
parallel tracks for switching cars.  
 
The Interbay area of Seattle is undergoing a tremendous amount of planning and proposed change. 
Numerous projects are impacting the anticipated growth and development of the Interbay area and 
hence, access in and out of Magnolia on the three bridges and 15th Ave W. The various plans include 
but are not limited to the Port of Seattle development at Pier 91 and Fishermen’s Terminal. It includes 
the state of Washington’s proposed Interbay Project, a 25-acre armory redevelopment plan overseen 
by the newly legislated Ballard-Interbay State Lands Development Authority. It includes the proposed 
West Seattle-Ballard Link Extension governed by Sound Transit. It includes the city of Seattle’s 
proposed Industrial and Maritime Strategy affecting the growth and development of the Ballard Interbay 
Manufacturing Industrial Center. And it includes ongoing planning by Seattle’s Department of 
Transportation to replace or remove the Magnolia Bridge, one of the three bridges that connect 
Magnolia to 15th Ave. W.  
 
Additional details on the various planning processes and policy concerns are provided below, along 
with links to various governmental entities' proposals and planning processes affecting access in and 
out of Magnolia. 
 

Interbay Project –Washington State has plans to develop the Washington army national guard 
Pier 91 property, affecting approximately 25 acres of land in Interbay and immediately adjacent 
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to the Magnolia Bridge and affecting 15th Ave. West, including the Dravus Street Bridge and 
Emerson Street Bridge. The state of Washington will drive the Interbay Project under a newly 
passed statute. HB 1173 provides for a state lands development authority to oversee and 
manage the redevelopment of the armory site. The Ballard-Interbay State Lands Development 
Authority will comprise a wide diversity of members representing workforce development, 
affordable housing, and local city and county governments. See generally and for examples of 
ideas for redevelopment: https://komonews.com/news/local/seattles-new-neighborhood-may-
come-in-as-little-as-7-years. 
 
Fisherman’s Terminal Redevelopment – the Port is in partnership with Maritime Blue in 
developing a new Marine Innovation Center. Though on hold, the Port also plans to develop the 
Gateway Building. The new development envisions the construction of new light industrial 
spaces to create new jobs, generate revenue, and ensure Fishermen's Terminal's economic 
viability while advancing maritime industry innovation and modernizing the overall property. The 
developments will impact traffic flow along West Emerson and the Emerson Street Bridge, 
which is the most traveled entrance and exit point for the Magnolia peninsula and residents of 
Magnolia. 
 
Pier 91 Uplands Development Project.  Over the next 10-15 years, the Port of Seattle is 
anticipating a two-phase project to construct flexible, light industrial building space to support 
maritime manufacturers and fishing industry suppliers in the Ballard Interbay Manufacturing 
Industrial Center. Phase I will develop 100,000 square feet of light industrial space with minimal 
site infrastructure improvements. Phase 2 will involve the construction of approximately 300,000 
square feet of additional industrial space along with extensive utility improvements. The 
development will affect traffic flow and potentially disrupt entrances and exits to and from 
Magnolia during the construction, development, and upgrading envisioned by the plan. 
 
West Seattle and Ballard Link Extension – the preferred alternative currently envisions stations 
at both the foot of Magnolia bridge and near the Dravus Street Bridge, two of the critical 
entrances/exits to and from the Magnolia neighborhood.  
 
City of Seattle's Industrial and Maritime Strategy is currently planned to affect ongoing 
development and land use decisions in the Ballard Interbay North Manufacturing Industrial 
Center (BINMIC), which runs along 15th Avenue W and directly impacts all three entrances and 
exits in and out of Magnolia. The proposed strategies emphasize the need to provide stronger 
land-use protections for core industrial and maritime areas while encouraging high-density 
industrial development in walkable areas near proposed light rail stations envisioned and 
currently proposed by the West Seattle & Ballard Link Extension. The proposals also seek 
affordable opportunities for small-scale light-industrial businesses, makers, and creative arts. 
The city council is a critical decision-maker in the rezoning and development of the BINMIC. 
 
Safety Concerns related to the Burlington Northern Interbay’s Balmer Railyard - the railyard, 
directly east of Magnolia and due west of 15th Ave W. is an extensive complex of rail switches 
and locomotive repair. The rail-only Salmon Bay bridge that connects rail service between 
Ballard and Magnolia is the only north-south rail link between the Pacific Ocean and Spokane, 
WA. It carries up to 80 trains, including commuter and passenger rail, industrial trade and 
commodities transportation, and coal and oil trains. Recent accidents have raised concerns 
about the impacts on the Magnolia neighborhood and its three entrances and exits. See 
generally, https://komonews.com/news/local/oil-train-derails-under-seattles-magnolia-bridge-
11-21-2015.  
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Magnolia Bridge Replacement. The Magnolia community continues to be concerned about the 
ongoing debate and pending decisions by Seattle’s Department of Transportation in replacing 
the Magnolia Bridge. The Magnolia Bridge, built in 1930, provides the most direct link between 
the 15th Avenue W/Elliot Avenue corridor and Magnolia Village, Port of Seattle’s Terminal 91, 
Smith Cove, and the Elliott Bay Marina. In addition, Metro’s bus routes provide transit service 
between Magnolia and Downtown Seattle using the Magnolia Bridge. In 2002, the city 
recognized that most Magnolia residents preferred replacing the bridge. However, the city 
declared in 2017 that funding to complete the design and construct this preferred option had 
not been identified. The Magnolia Bridge Planning Study was launched the same year to identify 
additional alternatives for the Magnolia Bridge. The study’s primary goal was to identify and 
evaluate feasible options to replace the functional needs of the existing Magnolia Bridge. These 
alternatives include eliminating the Magnolia bridge and limiting access to and from Magnolia to 
two entry points, albeit with infrastructure improvements. The neighborhood maintains its desire 
for a one-to-one replacement of the bridge, first identified in 2002. It also acknowledges other 
planning processes calling for growth and expanded commerce in Interbay, Pier 91, and 
Fishermen’s terminal that may impact plans for relying on only two access points for Magnolia-
based residents and businesses.  
 

The sheer amount of Interbay-focused land use planning affecting Magnolia by various governmental 
entities makes it imperative that a single council member will represent Magnolia constituents. The 
council member will need knowledge, expertise, and access to help influence and inform Interbay’s 
multiple planning efforts while assessing its impacts on access to Magnolia based on constituent 
feedback.  
 
Splitting the Magnolia neighborhood – a 
community of interest - and its three 
primary access points between two 
council districts will add more 
complexity for the residents of Magnolia 
when dealing with legislative and 
budget issues. Two council members 
may not share the same beliefs or 
policy positions on the merits of various 
development-oriented plans impacting 
access to Magnolia and the growth of 
Interbay along 15th Ave. West. Magnolia 
residents and businesses are already 
required to work through multiple layers 
of different governing authorities to 
ensure constituent input is included in 
the planning and administrative review of the varying projects that impact the three access points in and 
out of the Magnolia peninsula. Keeping the Magnolia peninsula compact, contiguous, and connected to 
15th Ave West will ensure that residents and businesses will have a single representative to 
communicate with as various planning efforts are subject to council review and funding.  
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Magnolia Village includes the businesses, condos, and apartments 
within the crudely drawn yellow circle

Description and map of crucial FOUR business districts in Magnolia 
 
Magnolia Village is located primarily on West McGraw between 31st Avenue West on the east and 35th 
Ave West to the west. One of the Village’s northern boundaries includes West Smith Street from 34th 
Ave W to 32nd. The Village's northern boundaries continue up 32nd Ave W. and Raye Street to the 
Albertson’s Store, located at 2550 32nd Ave W. The Village’s southern border is complex due to road 
configuration. It includes Bartell’s shopping complex, located at 2222 32nd Ave W., and businesses in 
the “triangle” area between Clise Place W., West Lynn St., and 32nd Ave. West. Magnolia Village 
businesses are located at the complex intersection of 34th Ave. W, West Lynn Street, Viewmont Way 
W., and West McGraw. Magnolia Village contains businesses, condominiums, and apartments (see 
map immediately below) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Thorndyke Business Area. There are also several Magnolia businesses along Thorndyke Ave W, 
between W. Armour Street and 20th Ave W. As one moves north on 20th Ave W, past W. Dravus Street, 
another sub-business district, runs along 20th until it veers northeast and turns into Gilman Ave. W. 
Importantly, this area of Magnolia is bounded by the large Balmer Railyard directly east. The Dravus 
Street bridge connects Magnolia and related business areas by providing an overpass across the 
significant railyard. It connects vehicles, bicyclists, and pedestrians heading east to the Interbay area 
and 15th Ave. W. Dravus Street Bridge and the area around it is an essential entry and exit point to 
Magnolia and must stay connected in one council district due to the impacts of growth plans and 
strategies affecting this critical area of Interbay. 
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NE Quadrant of Ballard Interbay Manufacturing & Industrial Center and W. Government W. Business 
District. The Chamber of Commerce has many members in the BINMIC, located between Gilman Ave 
W., Fishermen’s Terminal and the Port of Seattle facilities, and Salmon Bay. We also have members in 
the compact business district that run along W. Government Way from the northeastern point when 
Gilman Ave W turns in the W. Government Way, and the road wends to 34th Ave. W.  
 
 
 
 
 



Memo: Seattle City Council Final Draft

District Map Feedback
Redistricting Justice for Seattle Coalition

The Coalition maintains that the Seattle Redistricting Commission should pass the Redistricting

Justice for Seattle map proposal. The RJS map was created through a months-long process of

community engagement, events, coalition discussions, and data and legal analysis. It fully complies

with city charter, state, and federal law. The map also splits less people from their neighborhood’s

primary district than any map released by the Commission, according to this analysis.

We urge the Commission to make changes to mirror the community-generated RJS map more, not

deviate further away from our grassroots, community map. For this reason, we oppose the

“Fremont Amendment” to move District 7 north of the Lake Union Ship Canal into Fremont and

subsequently expand District 6 southeast into Magnolia and parts of Interbay. This change

deviates from the RJS District 6-7 boundary further than what it already does.

Specifically, we oppose the amendment and urge the Commission to re-amend the District 6-7

boundary to the previous (or preferably, the RJS lines) lines for these reasons:

1. The amendment could violate City Charter legal guidelines that explicitly instruct
commissioners to minimize the splitting of existing waterways and geographic
boundaries. One district north of the ship canal must cross over the cut south of Lake

Union to maintain balanced populations across districts—in this case that is District 6.

However it is not necessary to cross over the Lake Union Cut again. The Fremont

Amendment unnecessarily crosses District 7 over the cut, directly contradicting City

Charter law. We believe the Seattle Redistricting Commission should follow the basic legal

guidelines outlined in the City Charter, and we are committed to holding the Commission

accountable to the Charter.

2. The amended map doesn’t reduce the number of neighborhood splits. Instead, it splits
Fremont an additional time (3 times total) as a result of keeping Magnolia whole.
Fremont is a heavily renter community, and our coalition strongly believes in keeping

renter communities together. Splitting Fremont three times works directly against this

value and equity.

○ Even if you were to fiddle with the lines around Fremont to keep it within 2 districts

(Districts 4 and 7), you’d have to split another neighborhood (likely Queen Anne

between Districts 6 and 7) to ensure equal population between all the districts. In

the end, to keep Magnolia whole, another neighborhood must be split. The

Commission should not break City Charter law in order to do so when this is a fact.

https://github.com/tannewt/seattle-redistricting/tree/main/reports


3. The RJS map accomplishes both dual interests of complying with City Charter law while
also splitting less people from their neighborhood’s primary district  than the
Commission's amended map. The RJS map shows it’s possible to comply with Charter law

around waterways while splitting less neighbors. The Commission should adopt the RJS

map because it works the best for Seattle’s neighborhoods and the law.

4. The amendment harmfully packs renters and dilutes the renter voice in District 6. By

splitting the heavily-renter Fremont community from District 6, District 6’s renter

population shrinks to a number well below 50% of the population. Renters constitute a

majority of Seattleites, and a majority throughout the whole city. Thus, we want to ensure

renters have a voice in every single district and are not harmfully “packed” into a few

districts where their voice is diluted. This amendment, in our analysis of Census data, does

substantially dilute the renter voice in District 6.

5. The Commission enacted this amendment without adequate community engagement
and consent from the Fremont community. We believe such a drastic change to the map

necessitates active outreach to Fremont neighbors and time for Fremont organizations to

learn about the process, study the proposed map, and organize testimony and feedback to

the Commission. A period of 7 days was far far too short of time to allow Fremont residents

to do this. This was a rushed decision that gave Fremont residents an unfairly small

opportunity to be heard. And the little engagement that was done by Commissioner

O’Sullivan revealed that the Fremont Community Council (who is just one slice of the

Fremont community) opposes the move to split Fremont into 3 districts. For this reason,

we believe the amendment should be up for repeal after adequate community outreach to

Fremont residents.

Who We Are
Redistricting Justice for Seattle (RJS) is made up of community-based organizations, advocacy

groups, community members and non-profits interested in calling for an equitable and transparent

Seattle redistricting process.

Our coalition values are the following:

1. Transparency of Data and Process. Ensure the commission announces the process early

and often, and publishes all data sets and values used for making the maps. Additionally,

the commission should comply with SB 5583 to count incarcerated individuals in their last

known address if it was in Seattle.

2. Equitable Community Input. Community input should be gathered equitably and across

the city, ensuring that all voices are being heard equitably when drawing maps. Ensure

South End and Skyway communities are equitably considered in the process.

3. Keeping communities of interest together. Ensure Black, Indigenous, Asian-Pacific

Islander, Latino, and Native communities’ voting rights are protected and not diluted. Keep

https://app.leg.wa.gov/billsummary?billnumber=5583&year=2021


neighborhoods together and not divided. Finally, do not dilute the voting power of young

people, renters, working class people, and other marginalized groups.

4. Prioritize people and communities over incumbent politicians and special interests.

Coalition membership:
Washington Community Alliance

WinWin Network

Fix Democracy First

Asian Counseling & Referral Service

Urban League of Metropolitan Seattle

League of Women Voters Seattle-King County

Asian Pacific Islander Americans for Civic Empowerment

Washington Bus

Pacific Islander Health Board

Rainier Beach High School community

Planned Parenthood NW

Seattle Chinatown International District Preservation Development Authority (SCIDpda)

Seattle BEST

UW Greek Pride



October 2, 2022 
 
Patience Malaba, Commission Chair 
Seattle Redistricting Commissioners 
Seattle Redistricting Commission 
700 5th Avenue 
Seattle, WA 98124 
 
VIA Email  
 
Re: City of Seattle Council Districts for Fremont—Concerns and a Proposal 
 
Dear Commission Chair Malaba and Commissioners: 
 
The Fremont Neighborhood Council (FNC) and the residents we represent are deeply troubled by the 
Commission’s latest proposal to divide the neighborhood into three Council districts (4, 6 and 7). We 
reached out to the Commission on July 1 explaining the neighborhood was not happy being divided into 
two parts when Council districts were first established in 2013, however, we were willing to remain in 
two districts (4 and 6) as a compromise and in the interest of supporting the challenging work before the 
Commission. The current proposal to divide Fremont into three districts so that other neighborhoods 
can remain in one district appears to be selective and inequitable. 
  
We appreciate having a representative from the Commission meet with us on September 26.  We have 
several issues and concerns that are still to be resolved. 
  
Concerns 
  
The plan presented at our FNC Board meeting Monday evening, divides Fremont into three districts, this 
is particularly concerning as the proposal is inconsistent with the Redistricting Commission’s charter: 
  

"District boundaries shall be drawn to produce compact and contiguous districts that are not 
gerrymandered. The population of the largest district shall exceed the population of the smallest 
by no more than one percent. To the extent practical, district boundaries shall follow existing 
District boundaries, recognized waterways and geographic boundaries, and Seattle 
communities and neighborhoods. In drawing the plan, neither the Commission nor the 
districting master shall consider the residence of any person." 

  
Our specific concerns with this solution are: 
  

1)     Placing 1/3 of Fremont (“central Fremont”) in District 7 with Queen Anne, Belltown, South Lake 
Union, and Downtown means that central Fremont will be a small portion of District 7. This 
portion of Fremont therefore will likely fail to receive adequate representation, because it 
would be the smallest voice in District 7 and because  of its geographic relationship to the rest of 
its proposed district since Fremont is located north of the Ship Canal. In this proposal, central 
Fremont, and the Fremont neighborhood, as a whole will not be able to compete with the 
challenges, stakeholders, and resources of the larger communities in the District.   
  



2)     All of Fremont now falls within the North Precinct. The plan as it is currently drawn, however, 
moves a portion of the neighborhood to Council representation that falls in the West Precinct, 
splitting some Fremont residents and businesses from what have been productive public safety 
relationships for years, and compromising our continued work on numerous issues.  

  
Public safety has been a major issue in Fremont for the last 20 years and our whole 
neighborhood has worked in partnership with SPD, the City Attorney, and City Council to 
successfully address some major issues including resolving drug trafficking and prostitution 
associated with the Aurora motels. The neighborhood founded Fremont Aurora Wallingford 
Neighbors (F.A.W.N.) a neighborhood block watch and advocacy group that worked 
collaboratively with the City to successfully address these issues that span central and east 
Fremont across Aurora. Splitting Fremont as you propose will make it even more difficult to be 
heard as tiny minority voices alongside other larger neighborhoods’ concerns. 
  
It is difficult to imagine our neighborhood would get the same attention and support if 1/3 of 
the neighborhood is placed in District 7 where it would compete with the major public safety 
issues in downtown and Belltown. The North Precinct is not at all within District 7, which would 
impact the relationships and efforts required to address issues in the North Precinct which are 
very different from downtown, South Lake Union and Belltown. 
  
The multiple issues, multiple precincts, and geographical barriers among neighborhoods in the 
proposed District 7 will make representation with SPD by the District 7 Councilmember and staff 
challenging and inefficient, defeating one of the purposes for establishing Council districts. 
  

3)     Synergies between Wallingford and Fremont make the two neighborhoods well aligned. These 
include public shared resources such as Gas Works Park, common Transit/SDOT issues (such as 
the proposed SDOT/Metro changes to Route 40; pedestrian and bike safety, bike trails; similar 
calls for creation of affordable and low-income housing within our two neighborhoods (the FNC 
has itself sponsored low-income housing projects); historic preservation; tree canopy 
protection; and creation of walkable and livable neighborhoods. 
  

4)     We also share common issues with Ballard, however, recognize that we may not be able to 
remain in the same districts as Ballard and Wallingford and we may need to compromise. If we 
can only choose one neighborhood with which to be aligned in the same district, it would be 
Wallingford. 
  

5)     Managing relationships with three council members (and their respective staff members) is a lot 
to ask of a small neighborhood—whose residents are represented by a volunteer organization 
(FNC). It is not an efficient use of volunteer time and energy—particularly in a neighborhood 
that is known for its activism and engagement. 
  

6)     Fremont has historically been a working-class neighborhood and remains one today with many 
new residents working in the neighborhood’s growing tech sector. We have an increasing 
number of renters in the neighborhood who live in the growing multi-family rental housing and 
the diversity of our residents continues to evolve. Because of the ratio of renters to 
homeowners and many of them skew younger, we understand the neighborhood lacks the 
influence of the larger single-family neighborhoods who have a higher ratio of property owners 



to renters. We hope and trust the Commission will act with equity and justice in its efforts to 
treat all Neighborhoods in Seattle with the same consideration. 
  

We think that you may be using a planning map of Fremont that does not reflect the historic boundaries 
of the neighborhood, which originally was independent from the city of Seattle (the Fremont Post Office 
was opened on May 25, 1890) and is one of the City’s older neighborhoods. As posted on the FNC’s 
website for many years: “The Fremont Neighborhood Council boundaries are the Canal on the south, 
8th Ave NW on the west, North 50th Street on the north and Stone Way on the east”: 
 

 
 
  
More recently, the 1994 Comp Plan added the Fremont Hub Urban Village in the southern portion of 
central Fremont and extending the eastern border of the Urban Village to Interlake (one block east of 
Stone Way) between N 40th and the Ship Canal. This makes putting central Fremont in District 7 even 
more problematic. 
  
Proposal: 

 

 

 



  
We recognize the Commission has a challenging assignment and many stakeholders with strong 
opinions. On Monday night we were asked to propose an alternative.  
  
If our proposal to continue to be divided only between Districts 4 and 6 (both North of the Ship Canal, 
both in the North Precinct) is not viable, the FNC Board and our constituents propose that Fremont be 
added as one entire neighborhood (with the boundaries identified above) to District 4. This will place 
Fremont in the same district as Wallingford with whom we share resources, values, challenges, and 
opportunities. 
 
Thank you, Commissioners, for your service to the people of Seattle. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Tawny Bates                 Judie Clarridge             Linda Clifton 
  
Jim Engelhardt             Norma Jones                Gordon Lagerquist 
  
Audrey Livermore        Erik Pihl                        Alyson Teeter-Baker 
 
Fremont Neighborhood Council Board  
3518 Fremont Ave N, #111 
Seattle, WA 98103 
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STATEMENT	ON	SEATTLE	REDISTRICTING	COMMISSION	DRAFT	MAP	

September	1,	2022	

The	ci1zens	of	Sea8le	voted	to	create	a	City	Council	with	seven	districts	in	a	Charter	
amendment	that	included	guidance	to	a	Redistric1ng	Commission	to	be	established	with	a	new	
census.		The	Charter	states,	“District	boundaries	shall	be	drawn	to	produce	compact	and	
con1guous	districts	that	are	not	gerrymandered.	The	popula1on	of	the	largest	districts	shall	
exceed	the	popula1on	of	the	smallest	district	by	no	more	than	one	percent.	To	the	extent	
prac1cal,	district	boundaries	shall	follow	exis1ng	District	boundaries,	recognized	waterways	and	
geographic	boundaries	and	Sea8le	communi1es	and	neighborhoods.”		

The	four	taxpayer	funded	consultant/Redistric1ng	Master-produced	maps	that	were	
presented	to	the	Sea8le	Redistric1ng	Commission	demonstrate	that	it	is	in	fact	prac%cal,	
feasible,	and	possible	to	“follow	exis1ng	District	boundaries,	recognized	waterways	and	
geographic	boundaries	and	Sea8le	communi1es	and	neighborhoods.”	These	are	those	maps:	

Map 1:  https://davesredistricting.org/maps#viewmap::043b88e8-c52b-456b-b56f-07620fbd56d3	
Map 2:  https://davesredistricting.org/maps#viewmap::07b3eabd-9561-4d5f-b21f-93ad7481bcf5	
Map 3:  https://davesredistricting.org/maps#viewmap::2074e36d-2729-437b-824d-4b86fd67eb4a	
Map 4:  https://davesredistricting.org/maps#viewmap::4b02b21a-0932-4778-b309-efa96fc7b5b3	

	In	addi1on	to	above	draL	maps,	Commissioner	Nickels’	proposed	map	follows	Ar1cle	IV,	
Sec1on	2,	Subdivision	D(3)	of	the	Sea8le	City	Charter,	and	RCW	29A.76.010(4)(e)	and	
demonstrates	that	it	is	prac%cal,	feasible,	and	possible	to	“follow	exis1ng	District	boundaries,	
recognized	waterways	and	geographic	boundaries,	and	preserve	Sea8le	communi1es	and	
neighborhoods.”		

The	draL	map	now	being	considered	by	the	Commission	is	in	viola1on	of	the	Charter	
amendment	that	was	voted	on	by	Sea8le.	The	draL	map	divides	the	Magnolia	community,	
commercial	center,	public	assets	and	schools	in	half,	ignoring	statute	and	ordinance	on	
preserving	neighborhoods	and	following	water	boundaries.	The	draL	proposal	also	fails	to	
recognize	the	long	history	of	coopera1ve	efforts	and	shared	interests	between	Magnolia	and	
Queen	Anne,	including	Interbay.	

Based	on	Commission	Retreat	Mee1ng	Materials	from	August	2,	2022,	commissioners	
apparently	relied	on	criteria	defining	“Communi1es	and	Neighborhoods”	that	neither	appear	in	
Ar1cle	IV,	Sec1on	2,	Subdivision	D(3)	of	the	Sea8le	City	Charter,	or	RCW	29A.76.010(4)(e),	nor	
provide	any	ra1onale	for	dividing	Magnolia.	On	the	contrary,	they	support	every	reason	to	keep	
neighborhoods	-	including	Magnolia	-	whole.	

	The	Magnolia	Community	Council	maintains	that	the	Commission	must	follow	the	Charter	
provisions	and	the	will	of	the	people	on	drawing	districts,	and	therefore	must	redraw	the	new	
District	map	to	retain	Magnolia	intact	as	a	the	singular	neighborhood	it	is	within	a	single	City	
Council	District.

Magnolia Community Council  
3213 W. Wheeler Street, No. 500 

 Seattle, WA  98199 
www.magnoliacommunitycouncil.org

https://davesredistricting.org/maps#viewmap::043b88e8-c52b-456b-b56f-07620fbd56d3
https://davesredistricting.org/maps#viewmap::07b3eabd-9561-4d5f-b21f-93ad7481bcf5
https://davesredistricting.org/maps#viewmap::2074e36d-2729-437b-824d-4b86fd67eb4a
https://davesredistricting.org/maps#viewmap::4b02b21a-0932-4778-b309-efa96fc7b5b3
https://www.seattle.gov/documents/Departments/Redistricting/Mapping-Retreat-Materials_8.02.22.pdf


Memo: Seattle City Council Final Draft

District Map Feedback
Andrew Hong, Redistricting Justice for Seattle Coalition

Who We Are
Redistricting Justice for Seattle (RJS) is made up of community-based organizations, advocacy

groups, community members and non-profits interested in calling for an equitable and transparent

Seattle redistricting process.

Our coalition values are the following:

1. Transparency of Data and Process. Ensure the commission announces the process early

and often, and publishes all data sets and values used for making the maps. Additionally,

the commission should comply with SB 5583 to count incarcerated individuals in their last

known address if it was in Seattle.

2. Equitable Community Input. Community input should be gathered equitably and across

the city, ensuring that all voices are being heard equitably when drawing maps. Ensure

South End and Skyway communities are equitably considered in the process.

3. Keeping communities of interest together. Ensure Black, Indigenous, Asian-Pacific

Islander, Latino, and Native communities’ voting rights are protected and not diluted. Keep

neighborhoods together and not divided. Finally, do not dilute the voting power of young

people, renters, working class people, and other marginalized groups.

4. Prioritize people and communities over incumbent politicians and special interests.

Coalition membership:
Washington Community Alliance

WinWin Network

Fix Democracy First

Asian Counseling & Referral Service

Urban League of Metropolitan Seattle

League of Women Voters Seattle-King County

Asian Pacific Islander Americans for Civic Empowerment

Washington Bus

Pacific Islander Health Board

Rainier Beach High School community

https://app.leg.wa.gov/billsummary?billnumber=5583&year=2021


Planned Parenthood NW

Seattle Chinatown International District Preservation Development Authority (SCIDpda)

Seattle BEST

UW Greek Pride

Summary of Feedback
The Coalition is very pleased with the final draft map created by the Seattle Redistricting

Commission on August 2, 2022. It accomplishes every major priority of the Coalition and nearly

every other aspect of our RJS community map proposal. Splitting the fewest neighbors throughout
the city as a whole should be a primary goal of the Commission. As analyzed by Scott Schocroft, RJS’

map proposal splits fewer people from their neighborhood than any map released by the

Commissioners, including their final draft map. The Commission’s current draft map splits less

people from their neighborhoods than the current city council map and the map released by

Commissioner Nickels. We encourage the Commission to pass the draft map with minor changes

outlined by RJS’ map to minimize the number of communities of interest split across the city.

The major priorities of the RJS coalition that this map accomplishes and that we urge the

Commission to keep unchanged in the final version of the map are the following:

● Keep the historically Asian-American Beacon Hill neighborhood fully intact in District 2 by

using I-5 as the hard eastern boundary of District 1 from the southern boundary of the City

up to I-90 freeway.

● Keep the Chinatown-International District intact in District 2.

● Reunite Yesler Terrace into District 2, undoing the split between Districts 2 and 3 in the

current map.

● Keep the renter-heavy, young, and fast-diversifying neighborhoods in Downtown, South

Lake Union, Westlake, and Uptown/Lower Queen Anne fully intact within District 7. Do

not split these communities.

○ Splitting these communities would not reflect the fact that these neighborhoods

represent the bulk of District 7’s population growth.

The RJS Coalition wishes to make the following changes to the Commission’s final draft map to be

in line with RJS’ map proposal and new public comments since RJS submitted our map plan:

● Follow RJS’ District 2-3 boundary around the I-90 freeway

○ Keep District 2 south of Colman Park along the waterfront by drawing blocks along

I-90 and Lake Washington from District 2 into District 3.

○ Draw more blocks east of Rainier Avenue and north of S Plum St. from District 3

into District 2.

https://www.redistrictingjusticewa.org/statements-blog/seattle-redistricting-commission-proposal-from-coalition
https://github.com/tannewt/seattle-redistricting/tree/main/reports
https://davesredistricting.org/maps#viewmap::0d7334b5-2477-42ec-8862-8368c0eae824
https://davesredistricting.org/maps#viewmap::0d7334b5-2477-42ec-8862-8368c0eae824


● Follow RJS’ District 4-5-6 boundary by doing the following:

○ Move District 4 west until Aurora Ave south of N 85th St to add Green Lake and

Meridian into District 4.

○ Move District 5 south into Wedgewood.

○ Move District 6 north into Greenwood by using Holman Rd NW and N 105th St as a

northern boundary for District 6.

● Follow RJS’ District 6-7 boundary to keep the Magnolia Village business community whole

in one district (District 6) by drawing more of Northeast Magnolia into District 7.

○ Use 28th Ave W instead of 34th Ave W as a boundary between District 6 and 7.

○ Include Magnolia Manor Park into District 7 in response to this change so as to

keep equal population across Districts 6 and 7 while keeping Magnolia Village

whole.

All of these changes can be visualized in RJS’ map proposal.

Neighborhood Split Analysis
We encourage the Commission to make few changes to their final draft map because it complies

with federal and local laws and splits less people from their neighborhoods than significantly

different map proposals. Furthermore, we push the Commission to adopt more of RJS’ map

because our map splits 2,200 fewer people from their neighborhood than the Commission’s final

draft map.

Analyses by Scott Schocroft show which district proposals follow neighborhoods and communities

of interest the best by measuring both the number of neighborhoods divided by a map and, more

importantly, the number of people split from their neighborhood by a map.

The findings show that RJS’ map proposal splits the least number of people from their

neighborhood. The Commission’s 8/2 Draft Map also does a good job of keeping neighborhoods

together. Commissioner Nickels’ map—which keeps Magnolia together—does the poorest job of

keeping communities of interest together throughout the city.

See the data below:

https://davesredistricting.org/maps#viewmap::0d7334b5-2477-42ec-8862-8368c0eae824
https://davesredistricting.org/maps#viewmap::0d7334b5-2477-42ec-8862-8368c0eae824
https://davesredistricting.org/maps#viewmap::0d7334b5-2477-42ec-8862-8368c0eae824
https://github.com/tannewt/seattle-redistricting/tree/main/reports


Map Neighborhoods Split (out of 91) Total People Split from their Neighborhood

Current Map 19 31044

RJS Proposal 19 25329

Commission
8/2 Draft

19 27193

Nickels 20 32577

Juarez 20 25406

O’Sullivan 17 31373

Shah 18 26959

Malaba 16 26858

Detailed Feedback
The RJS Coalition, again, supports the vast majority of this final draft plan. However we would like

to see a few changes to the current map. All of these changes can be visualized by comparing the

final draft map to the RJS proposal. Here are the following changes we’d like to see:

● Follow RJS’ District 2-3 boundary around the I-90 freeway

○ Keep District 2 south of Colman Park along the waterfront by drawing blocks along

I-90 and Lake Washington from District 2 into District 3.

○ Draw more blocks east of Rainier Avenue and north of S Plum St. from District 3

into District 2

○ This will increase overall compactness of the map plan and better unite historic
communities of interest along Rainier Avenue south of I-90.

● Follow RJS’ District 4-5-6 boundary by doing the following:

○ Move District 4 west until Aurora Ave south of N 85th St to add Green Lake and

Meridian into District 4.

○ Move District 5 south into Wedgewood.

https://github.com/tannewt/seattle-redistricting/blob/main/reports/current.md
https://github.com/tannewt/seattle-redistricting/blob/main/reports/rjs.md
https://github.com/tannewt/seattle-redistricting/blob/main/reports/commission_draft_0802.md
https://github.com/tannewt/seattle-redistricting/blob/main/reports/commission_draft_0802.md
https://github.com/tannewt/seattle-redistricting/blob/main/reports/commr_nickels.md
https://github.com/tannewt/seattle-redistricting/blob/main/reports/commr_juarez.md
https://github.com/tannewt/seattle-redistricting/blob/main/reports/commr_o_sullivan.md
https://github.com/tannewt/seattle-redistricting/blob/main/reports/commr_shah.md
https://github.com/tannewt/seattle-redistricting/blob/main/reports/commr_malaba.md
https://davesredistricting.org/maps#viewmap::0d7334b5-2477-42ec-8862-8368c0eae824
https://davesredistricting.org/maps#viewmap::0d7334b5-2477-42ec-8862-8368c0eae824
https://davesredistricting.org/maps#viewmap::0d7334b5-2477-42ec-8862-8368c0eae824


○ Move District 6 north into Greenwood by using Holman Rd NW and N 105th St as a

northern boundary for District 6.

○ This will better unite existing walkways, young, and renter-heavy communities
around District 4. This change will also better unite Greenwood in one district
(District 6).

● Follow RJS’ District 6-7 boundary to keep the Magnolia Village business community whole

in one district (District 6) by drawing more of Northeast Magnolia into District 7.

○ Use 28th Ave W instead of 34th Ave W as a boundary between District 6 and 7 to

keep Magnolia Village together in one district (6).

○ Include Magnolia Manor Park into District 7 in response to this change so to keep

equal population.

○ This will better keep the Magnolia Village business community together within
one district. This will also keep more renter-heavy blocks of Magnolia within the
majority-renter District 7. We believe our District 6-7 boundary minimizes the
harm caused by dividing Magnolia and improves from the Commission’s draft
boundary.

In response to public comment from Pioneer Square leaders: we do not wish to split Pioneer

Square from District 7, and we respect their advocacy to be placed in District 7. However, in order

to keep historically redlined BIPOC communities in Beacon Hill and Chinatown-International

District, we need to keep Pioneer Square (fully together) in District 1—as the Commissioners have

all previously noted.

In response to public comment from Eastlake community members: the Coalition is not opposed

to keeping Eastlake whole in one district. If we were to reunite Eastlake into one district, we would

prefer to put Eastlake in District 3 rather than District 4, however (more on that below). Of course,

our map does put Eastlake in both District 3 and 7. The primary reason for this is to keep every

district within 1% of each other while respecting as many communities of interest citywide as

possible. Below is a full explanation:

● Roughly 14,500 residents south of Lake Union need to be added into either District 4 or 6

north of the Cut. Eastlake has only 6,000 residents, so an additional 8,500 residents must

be added to District 4 from District 3 if District 4 is to include Eastlake. This would divide
communities of interest in District 3.

○ Communities in Montlake, Broadmoor, and Madison Park must be then added into

District 4 from District 3. We believed this would too drastically split communities

in District 3’s Central Area when compared to the alternative of moving Magnolia into
District 6.

https://davesredistricting.org/maps#viewmap::0d7334b5-2477-42ec-8862-8368c0eae824


○ Community members in both the Central Area/District 3 and District 4 have voiced

concerns about moving Montlake, Broadmoor, and Madison Park into District 4

based on communities of interest.

● Alternatively, if the Commission were to draw 6,000 Eastlake residents into District 4 and
keep the remainder of District 3 intact, the Commission would additionally need to draw

~8,500 Magnolia residents into District 6. This would violate Seattle City Charter
guidelines to minimize waterway crosses by having two districts cross Lake Union when

only one cut is necessary.

○ Seattle City Charter: “To the extent practical, district boundaries shall follow

existing District boundaries, recognized waterways and geographic boundaries,

and Seattle communities and neighborhoods.”

○ Additionally, such a split would mean less of Magnolia would be in District 6

compared to the RJS and Commission final draft map, exacerbating the division of
Magnolia between two districts.

● If District 4 were to expand into Eastlake, District 3 would no longer be in Eastlake.

Removing District 3 from Eastlake would mean District 3 would need to pick up residents

by either expanding into (and dividing) Downtown or South Lake Union, currently in

District 7. See this alternative map to visualize the drastic division of Downtown between

District 3 and 7 in order to keep District 3 out of Eastlake.

○ Even worse, District 3 could alternatively move south into South Seattle instead of

west into Downtown. That would have the following harmful impacts that the RJS

coalition adamantly opposes:

■ Splitting Yesler Terrace or communities in South Seattle by moving District

3 south into District 2—something RJS South End leaders strongly oppose.

■ Subsequently, District 2 would need to move west and split Duwamish

River communities between District 1 and 2—something community

members in South Park and Georgetown have advocated against and would

violate City Charter rules on waterway crossing.

■ Subsequently, District 1 would have to move further north into

Downtown—something Downtown groups have advocated against.

● An alternative (better) proposal to keep Eastlake whole would be to put all of Eastlake in
District 3. See this map to see what this would look like. RJS believes that this is the best

way to keep Eastlake whole for the following reasons:

○ It minimizes Lake Union crossovers to just one crossover (D6 → Magnolia),

complying with City Charter

○ It maximizes the compactness of the overall district map better than D4 →
Eastlake, complying with City Charter

○ It reunites parts of First Hill into Downtown-heavy District 7—similar to the

current District 7 map

https://library.municode.com/wa/seattle/codes/municipal_code?nodeId=THCHSE_ARTIVLEDE_S2CICOME
https://davesredistricting.org/maps#viewmap::df819815-b388-4307-b0f5-e3143ade22da
https://davesredistricting.org/maps#viewmap::d9d9c1c3-603e-4f4f-8f14-07587a093978


○ Downside: As District 7 must slightly expand east, it will divide First Hill between
Districts 3 and 7 as a result of removing parts of Eastlake from District 7 to 3.

For these reasons, we believe the best option is to keep District 4 north of the Montlake Cut.
However, our coalition would not strongly oppose an alternative map to move District 3 or 4 into

all of Eastlake and District 7 east into First Hill—as long as Districts 1 and 2 remain unchanged.

Our preference of the two would be to move District 3 into all of Eastlake because that is the most

compliant with City Charter guidelines on staying in line with waterways and best preserves

communities of interest in the Central Area/District 3.

In response to public comment from Magnolia residents: RJS sympathizes with residents who

wish to keep Magnolia whole—we want all neighborhoods to remain intact. However, as

Commissioner Shah raised during the August 9 public forum, moving Magnolia into District 6 both

minimizes the number of neighborhood splits citywide and makes the most community sense

compared to alternative ways to cross a North End district south of Lake Union. As analyzed by

Scott Schocroft during public testimony, the Commission’s final draft map splits neighborhoods

less than both the current city council district map and the map proposed by Commissioner

Nickels—who kept Magnolia whole in District 7.  The RJS proposed map splits the least number of

people from their neighborhood throughout the city and keeps Magnolia Village intact within

District 7 by drawing the district line along 28th Avenue W, which was a top concern raised by the

Magnolia Chamber of Commerce in public comment. The Commission should value fairness and

equity for the whole city and especially communities historically excluded from our electoral

process. The Commission should pass the approved draft map or the RJS map with little changes.

Contact
Reach out to team@redistrictingjusticewa.org for more information or any questions.

https://davesredistricting.org/maps#viewmap::d9d9c1c3-603e-4f4f-8f14-07587a093978
https://github.com/tannewt/seattle-redistricting/blob/main/reports/commission_draft_0802.md
https://github.com/tannewt/seattle-redistricting/blob/main/reports/current.md
https://github.com/tannewt/seattle-redistricting/blob/main/reports/commr_nickels.md
https://github.com/tannewt/seattle-redistricting/blob/main/reports/commr_nickels.md
https://github.com/tannewt/seattle-redistricting/blob/main/reports/rjs.md
mailto:team@redistrictingjusticewa.org


  

July 26, 2022 

Seattle Redistricting Commission 

600 Fourth Avenue 

Seattle, WA 98104 

 

Sent via email to City_Redistricting@seattle.gov 

 

Dear Seattle Redistricting Commission Members, 

Thank you for your leadership and engagement so far on the 2022 Seattle 

Redistricting process. We commend you and the Department of Neighborhoods 

staff team for conducting an open and accessible process so far.  

The Downtown Seattle Association (DSA) was pleased to submit a comment letter 

on July 21st in advance of the District 7 public forum outlining our perspective on 

the redrawing of thD7 boundary lines. Unfortunately, due to availability 

constraints we were unable to provide vocal comment at the forum that evening 

but have since watched the recording of the conversation, thank you for making 

that readily publicly available.  

It was clear that the overwhelming majority of public comments came from 

stakeholders and residents urging the Commission to consider the interests, 

challenges and unique representational needs of the dense urban environments 

of Uptown, Belltown, South Lake Union, Denny Triangle, the Central Business 

and Pioneer Square and to seek to find a way to keep these neighborhoods 

together in D7. These comments largely align with the views outlined in our 

aforementioned letter.  

Interestingly, several Commissioners probed commenters on their thoughts and 

ideas for feasible ways to achieve that goal for D7 and in fact Commissioner 

Malaba invited the public to collaborate with Commissioners and to collectively 

think through these issues with them. It is in the spirit of that comment and 

similar others from Commissioners Juarez, Shah and Chair Nickels that we bring 

forth the map found at the link HERE for consideration. While DSA does not 



 

explicitly endorse this option, we offer it as a tool for the Commission to consider 

how “downtown” could both hang together in D7 and achieve the district 

population smoothing it is tasked with.  

We stand ready to continue to engage on this important process and look forward 

to seeing the Commission’s draft map in August. 

Sincerely,  

 

Kylie Rolf 

VP, Advocacy & Economic Development  

Downtown Seattle Association  

 







August 5, 2022

Hello Seattle Redistricting Commission,

The Redistricting Justice For Seattle Coalition members would like to take a moment to share our

deep gratitude and appreciation for the leadership you have all taken through this redistricting

process. Thank you for your commitment to engaging with communities across Seattle, specifically

historically underrepresented and historically divided communities. The draft map passed by the

commission on Tuesday is a reflection of that commitment and we applaud your dedication to an

equitable, transparent and representative process.

Over the past five months our coalition has worked to organize, gather feedback, and hear the

concerns of our coalition members and communities from across Seattle. We have gathered

support from organization leaders and over a hundred individual supporters and counting.

We stand in full support of the commission’s draft map and will continue to gather public support

to back-up the leadership this commission has shown. Namely, we support these aspects of the

final draft map:

● Keeping Yesler Terrace, Beacon Hill, and the Chinatown-International District together in

District 2

● Keeping District 4 north of the Montlake Cut, and don’t split the U-District

● Keeping Downtown and South Lake Union renter communities together in District 7

We understand the complexities and the challenges presented in the redistricting process and we

applaud the commissioners commitment to not compromise on listening to the voices of

historically divided and disproportionately impacted communities in Seattle.

Please let us know if our coalition can provide any further support or actions to display our public

support for this draft map over the next weeks.

Sincerely,

Redistricting Justice for Seattle (RJS)  Coalition
Katie Stultz, WinWin Network

Andrew Hong, Washington Community Alliance

Cindy Black, Fix Democracy First

Joseph Lachman, Asian Counseling Referral Service

RJS is made up of local, community-based organizations, advocacy groups, community members and non-profits interested in
calling for an equitable and transparent Seattle redistricting process. They include Washington Community Alliance, WinWin
Network, Fix Democracy First, Asian Counseling & Referral Service, Urban League of Metropolitan Seattle, League of Women

Voters Seattle-King County, Asian Pacific Islander Americans for Civic Empowerment,. Washington Bus, Pacific Islander Health
Board, Rainier Beach High School community, Planned Parenthood NW, Seattle Chinatown International District Preservation

Development Authority (SCIDpda), UW Greek Pride, FEEST Seattle, Seattle BEST



Here is a press release we sent out on Wednesday, August 3:

SEATTLE— Following the individual proposals of Seattle’s Redistricting Commissioners, the

Commission met Tuesday evening to draw a singular map proposal. The Commissioners—who

named respecting communities of interest as a primary concern—landed on a map plan that

reflects most of the Redistricting Justice for Seattle (RJS) coalition’s top priorities.

“After five months of organizing across Seattle, our coalition is happy to see that Commissioners

listened to our city’s historically excluded residents,” wrote the RJS coalition.

The Commission’s singular draft map proposal mirrors much of the RJS coalition’s map proposal.

Namely, it keeps the Chinatown-International District alongside the addition of Yesler Terrace in

South Seattle-based District 2, represented by Councilmember Tammy Morales. It also reunites

Georgetown with South Park in the Duwamish River region within District 1, represented by

Councilmember Lisa Herbold. Finally, it seeks to keep Downtown renter communities intact in

rapidly-growing District 7, represented by Councilmember Andrew Lewis.

The map plan complies with federal, state, and city charter requirements for redistricting plans.

The Commission has not and will not include or consider political data or home addresses of any

individual—including sitting Seattle City Councilmembers—in drawing their final map.

The coalition hopes the Commission will keep this basic map structure as they finalize the map by

November 8.

Community leaders shared the following statements:
“The Urban League, RJS, and community organizers in the South End and Central District have

worked hard to engage residents in our neighborhoods. As a former South Seattle resident and

now Yesler Terrace resident, I’m happy to see Commissioners value that work and reunite Yesler

Terrace with District 2.” — Nirae Petty, Advocacy Program Manager at the Urban League of

Metropolitan Seattle

“I’m happy to see that Commissioners considered public input and communities of interest

equitably. Namely, I’m pleased Commissioners first and foremost prioritized keeping Asian and

Black communities in Beacon Hill, Rainier Beach, and the Chinatown-International District

together in District 2.” — Andrew Hong, Statewide Coordinator at Redistricting Justice for

Washington

“Young people and renters in the Downtown corridor have represented the bulk of growth in

Seattle and especially District 7. It is important we don’t dilute the voting power of either in

precisely the few areas that we allow housing to accommodate growth due to historical and

continuing systemic inequities.” — Jazmine Smith, Political Manager at the Washington Bus

https://www.redistrictingjusticewa.org/statements-blog/august-2022-seattle-redistricting-commission-proposal
https://www.seattle.gov/redistricting/how-to-participate/meeting-agendas-minutes-recordings-and-materials
https://www.redistrictingjusticewa.org/city-council-redistricting-in-washington-state/#Seattle
https://www.redistrictingjusticewa.org/statements-blog/seattle-redistricting-commission-proposal-from-coalition


“Looking at this map, I can tell right away that communities of color were not discarded for other

special interests. This is key to an inclusive redistricting process in a city where people of color are

historically excluded.” — Joseph Lachman, Policy Analyst at Asian Counseling and Referral Services

“While this map does a good job south of Lake Union, we hope the Commission readjusts District

4’s boundaries to empower the large youth population near UW. Moving District 4 west, not north,

helps empower young people to have fair representation.” — Katie Stultz, Political Director at

WinWin Network

###
RJS is made up of local, community-based organizations, advocacy groups, community members and non-profits interested in
calling for an equitable and transparent Seattle redistricting process. They include Washington Community Alliance, WinWin
Network, Fix Democracy First, Asian Counseling & Referral Service, Urban League of Metropolitan Seattle, League of Women

Voters Seattle-King County, Asian Pacific Islander Americans for Civic Empowerment,. Washington Bus, Pacific Islander Health
Board, Rainier Beach High School community, Planned Parenthood NW, Seattle Chinatown International District Preservation

Development Authority (SCIDpda), UW Greek Pride, FEEST Seattle, Seattle BEST



Greetings Commissioners, 
 
As you know, the Central Area Neighborhood District Council (CANDC) has been closely following the 
redistricting process from the beginning. We believe it is of great importance to keep as much of the 
Central Area as possible together in a single Council district, and we appreciate the Commission's 
attention to this issue. 
 
CANDC supports the vast majority of the Redistricting Justice for Seattle 
(RJS) map proposal. We believe this map proposal does a good job of keeping communities of interest 
together and protecting the voices of marginalized communities. The RJS map does this in a way that 
makes sense for our community, as well as many other neighborhoods in Seattle. 
 
We want to thank the commissioners for your efforts, for the listening sessions, and for paying attention 
to voices that have historically been left out of these discussions. Again, we believe the RJS map 
proposal to be worthy of serious consideration. 
 
Our one remaining concern is with the southern boundary for D3. We believe that Commissioners 
Malaba and Shah created maps where the southern border for D3 is closest to accurate for the way our 
communities work together and cohere. While I-90 is an understandable logical boundary, the history of 
the Central Area requires the "dip" south between Rainier and MLK. The Northwest African American 
Museum - and the light rail station - that entire area is very much part of the Central Area. We 
appreciate the attention to this part of the map. 
 
To the east, however, I-90 itself is a fine boundary from the ridge over to Lake Washington. Mount Baker 
goes north there, and the Leschi neighborhood southern boundary is north of I-90 there as well. We are 
happy to provide any additional input that would be helpful for this part of the southern boundary of 
D3. 
 
In summary, thank you all, again, for your hard work and for listening to communities in the Central 
Area. We appreciate the efforts of RJS to come up with a map that supports communities of color, and 
largely agree with their map proposal. We would be happy to talk more about the specifics of the 
southern boundary of D3 as indicated above. 
 
On behalf of the Central Area Neighborhood District Council and our member organizations, 
 
John Stewart 
Secretary, CANDC 
206-658-3700 
 



Laurelhurst Community Club 
Serving Seattle’s Laurelhurst Community since 1920 

July 29th, 2022 

To: Seattle Redistricting Commission 
From: Laurelhurst Community Club 

Our community council members have been attending the forum presentation on future redistricting.  
We have also elicited feedback from all of our 2800 constituents and have incorporated them here.  
The criteria for changes to the existing district's boundaries were clearly articulated at each of the 
forums by the commissioners, which was much appreciated by attendees. Our community currently is in 
the core of District 4, which complies with the requirement of using waterways and geographic 
connections to form logical boundaries which is "north of the Ship Canal".  Any new maps should keep 
these neighborhoods together such as schools, community centers, police precincts, etc. 

District 4 experienced nearly the exact population change as the City of Seattle itself with the City 
increasing by 21.1%, and D-4 having a 21% change. This merits little change in the district map and 
meets the total quota of within 1% of other districts. The racial profile of existing D-4 has changed since 
2010. The white race showed the largest decrease, down by -12.6% vs. the City-wide-increase of +6.8% . 
Persons of color offset that by an increase of +11.9% and Asian ethnicity increased +5.6%. 

Currently D-4 is contiguous, although part of the south western boundary dips into South Lake Union 
which is not at all logical on the existing Map 1 for connectivity of its geography nor population. 
Proposed Map 2 would be the best to configure D-4 to the east of I-5 which is also strong boundary 
that splits neighborhoods. It would cover from north to south, with similar transportation and shoreline 
issues, and picks up some of the northern boundary of D-3. 
Maps 3 and 4 would bring D-4 border south into the neighborhoods that are in the State's new 43rd 
Legislative district which this census, so there is some logic to those configurations as well, and could be 
considered. 

In all cases, Laurelhurst neighborhood should remain as the heart of D-4 , and north of the Ship Canal. 
The recent addition of 2300 housing units since the 2020 census, this neighborhood subset of D4 should 
be retained together as it experiences future growth, which will be consistent with the balanced 
populations goals of the Redistricting Commission for the next 10 years. 

Thank you for your work on the Redistricting Commission, and we appreciate the opportunity to have 
our comments considered. 

Sincerely, 
Colleen McAleer, President 
Pat Chaney and Jim Rupp 
Laurelhurst Community Club trustees 



July 25, 2022

Dear Seattle Redistricting Commissioners:

Thank you for your work to weigh the various needs and considerations of our Seattle
communities as you look to redraw our City’s Council district boundaries this year.

As a part of your charge, you have been asked to recommend new Council districts that balance
out Seattle’s growing population, but still follow existing boundaries to the greatest extent
possible. You have also been asked to carefully consider existing communities and
neighborhoods as cohesive entities.

I write to you today on behalf of one such community, Seattle's U District. We are the City’s
largest and oldest commercial, residential and educational district outside of downtown Seattle.
We represent over 36,000 residents and over 1,000 businesses. We are also one of Seattle’s
most diverse neighborhoods, both racially and economically. We have many renters and a wide
variety of ages in our community.

The U District is currently housed in District 4 but in some of the recent draft map proposals, our
community was proposed to be chopped up into two separate districts, with two council
members representing different portions of our neighborhood. There is a possibility that in a
future scenario like this, the community’s voice would become diluted, and a smaller
consideration for elected officials who also have to represent the interests of entire communities
like Laurelhurst or Capitol Hill.

So as you work to put forward your recommended map, we ask you to keep the U District
whole. Specifically, we ask you to consider the U District as the area that stretches from I-5 to
25th Ave NE and from Ravenna Park and Boulevard to Portage Bay.

Keeping our community whole is common sense. It’s also a theme you will hear from many of
our fellow neighborhoods.

Thank you for your work and consideration,

Don Blakeney
Executive Director
U District Partnership



To: Seattle Redistricting Commission
From: Alliance for Pioneer Square
Date: July, 21 2022
RE: 2022 Seattle Redistricting Priorities for Pioneer Square

Seattle Redistricting Commissioners,

I am submitting this letter to outline the Pioneer Square neighborhood’s priorities for you to
consider as you progress through the City of Seattle 2022 redistricting process.

The Commission should consider the following priorities when determining how to redistrict the
Pioneer Square neighborhood:

● Honoring existing district boundaries: Pioneer Square falls within three significant
existing district boundaries, including the Pioneer Square Historic Preservation District
(see addendum #1), Pioneer Square Business Improvement Area (contiguous with the
Historic District, see addendum #1), and Metropolitan Improvement District (see
addendum #2). The current council district configuration bifurcates the neighborhood,
which has brought additional challenges in representation during a critical period of
economic recovery. The Commission should honor the existing district boundaries
named above to ensure neighborhood stakeholders are equally aligned in representation
at the city.

● Placement within District 7: Pioneer Square faces a challenging future as the
neighborhood recovers from the COVID-19 pandemic's economic impact, which
demands strong representation on the Seattle City Council. The Commission should fully
place Pioneer Square in District 7, which would align the district with urban
neighborhoods with similar challenges to ensure our needs are supported by city
leaders. We do not believe being attached to outer neighborhoods, with different
demographics and challenges, is the correct placement within this council redistricting
effort.

The Pioneer Square community believes that the Seattle Redistricting Commission can value
our priorities and identify areas of compromise to ensure our neighborhood’s needs and
challenges are represented at Seattle City Council.

Sincerely,

Lisa Dixon Howard
Executive Director, the Alliance for Pioneer Square



Addendum #1 Pioneer Square Preservation District Map

Description: Pioneer Square Preservation District boundary  as defined by the City of Seattle’s
Department of Neighborhoods. The Pioneer Square Business Improvement Area boundaries

exactly overlap with the Pioneer Square Preservation District map

Addendum #2 Metropolitan Improvement District Map

Description: The Metropolitan Improvement District boundary which includes all of the Pioneer
Square Preservation District and Pioneer Square Business Improvement Area.







Dear Seattle Redistricting Commission: 

The SLU Community Council and the SLU Chamber of Commerce submit this letter as comment and 
guidance for the Seattle Redistricting Commission in identifying new legislative district boundaries. The 
SLU Community Council, through a diversity of elected members representing residents, property 
owners, large and small businesses, non‐profits, and arts organizations, is the recognized leadership 
group with the City of Seattle for the South Lake Union Urban Center (see map, attached). 

The SLU Chamber is a 250+ member strong organization that connects people and organizations in SLU 
to foster strategic relationships and opportunities, empowering for‐ and not for‐profit businesses in SLU 
to become community leaders, helping one another to prosper. 

In consultation, our organizations have aligned on the following five (5) points: 

1. SLU has shared interests with Belltown and Denny Triangle. These communities have many common
characteristics, problems, and opportunities. If further expansion is needed, SLU finds cohesion with
parts of Downtown; again, we share many characteristics, issues, problems, and opportunities.

2. Keep our community whole. Keep the SLU neighborhood in one Council district. The SLU
neighborhood is bounded by some clear features that should be honored: Lake Union at the north, I‐5
on the east, Denny Way on the South, and 7th Ave N/Aurora on the west. These boundaries are not just
geographic; the character of the neighborhood is very different from Capitol Hill across I‐5 and Queen
Anne to the west/northwest, as well as the Eastlake neighborhood to the northeast. Each of those is
composed primarily of single‐family homes, whereas SLU is significantly office or high‐rise apartments,
as much as 240’ to 440’ in height.

3. Consider distribution of City resources in the Commission’s deliberations. These may be human,
social, and budgetary, as examples. Acknowledge the shared interests of those to be represented within
a district; how those interests are acknowledged in the provision of City services and in representation
via the City Council. This is a consideration beyond SLU, applicable to other areas of Seattle as your
deliberations proceed.

4. Likewise, use an Equity lens when contemplating borders and combinations of areas/neighborhoods.
If splitting up small neighborhoods, how to be equitable; there is a need to balance Geography vs
Demography. Geographic features identified and named in the 19th Century may not be representative
of 21st Century demographics. Don’t be circumscribed by historical conventions and prescriptive
practices.

5. Finally, take a second look at border features, both natural and built. Natural features may not be
appropriate dividing lines in all cases; e.g. District 1 crossing the Duwamish River may serve the shared
interests of those on both shores. Likewise with the Ship Canal; there may be similar interests on both
shores along portions of that waterway. If reduction in the size of District 7 and the Downtown is
needed, consider alternatives with similar community types. Magnolia and Queen Anne composed of
primarily single‐family homes may have more continuity with Ballard/Sunset Hill/Blue Ridge than with
the high‐rise, high‐density apartment and office buildings in the SLU Urban Center, Downtown,
Belltown, and Denny Triangle.

Thank you for giving these points consideration as you move forward in the mapping process. 



  

July 21, 2022 

Seattle Redistricting Commission 

600 Fourth Avenue 

Seattle, WA 98104 

 

Sent via email to City_Redistricting@seattle.gov 

 

Dear Seattle Redistricting Commission Members, 

By way of this letter, the Downtown Seattle Association (DSA) is submitting 

comment on the Seattle City Council redistricting process. These comments were 

developed and informed by a working group of the DSA Policy Committee that 

learned about the redistricting process, took a deep dive into the four draft maps 

released by the Commission and provided their perspectives as downtown 

stakeholders and/or residents. The DSA represents some of the largest employers 

in the state, along with hundreds of small businesses, non-profit and arts and 

cultural organizations and a residential population of over 100,000 – making our 

neighborhood larger than all but a handful of cities in Washington State. We are 

Seattle’s epicenter of jobs and economic activity and the Puget Sound region’s 

hub for arts, entertainment, professional sports, and tourism.  

It is positive news that District 7 has experienced so much growth over the past 

decade. This is evidence of the importance of this regional center to both 

residents and businesses, despite many challenges spurred - and worsened - by 

the pandemic. We acknowledge that - because of that growth – D7 must 

experience the largest amount of population loss in the redistricting process. 

However, we were alarmed to see that none of the four draft maps released by the 

commission so far even attempt to keep the downtown urban core intact. 

We are writing today to encourage the commission to acknowledge the City’s 

current land-use patterns and urban center designations while drafting your 

proposed district map to keep the heart of downtown intact in D7. Indeed, the 

city’s current urban center map clearly shows Uptown, Downtown and South 

Lake Union as a cluster of urban centers that “are the densest Seattle 

mailto:City_Redistricting@seattle.gov


 

neighborhoods. They act as both regional centers and local neighborhoods that 

offer a diverse mix of uses, housing, and employment opportunities (CB 

118683).” 

We understand the Commission has a charter directive to recognize waterways 

and geographic boundaries while considering district lines. We also urge the 

Commission to give at least equal weight to your other charge of recognizing 

communities and neighborhoods. The characteristics, activities, interests, 

challenges and representational needs are just as - if not more - important than 

immutable natural features.  

While the downtown urban center is, in many ways, a unique area made up of 

several distinct neighborhoods, they all very much contribute to (and consider 

themselves a part of) the overall downtown community and share many unique 

characteristics, challenges and opportunities. Uptown, Belltown, South Lake 

Union, Denny Triangle, the Central Business District and Pioneer Square are all 

dense urban environments with strong integrated commercial and residential 

activity. Together, they also serve as the transportation hub for the entire region. 

Now, more than ever, as the planning and design work continues to move 

forward on arguably the most impactful transportation infrastructure project in 

our city’s history - the Sound Transit West Seattle to Ballard Link Extension – 

having consistent district representation for the downtown segment (mid-town 

to Seattle Center) is critical.  

Downtown also disproportionately experiences many challenges relative to other 

areas of the city. The twin crises of public safety and homelessness are felt more 

strongly in the downtown core than in any other neighborhood, and the majority 

of our city’s human services are located here. Please consider city resources and 

the concentration of need for those resources within neighborhoods when 

weighing how to redraw district lines. Consistent, focused City Council 

representation has a positive effect in realizing right-sized resources for areas 

with the highest concentrations of our most vulnerable neighbors.  

Downtown is our region’s economic engine and our city’s fastest-growing 

neighborhood over the last decade. We urge you to keep downtown as intact as 

possible to ensure consistent, focused and clear representation on the City 

Council that fosters vitality in the heart of our great city. It is critical to the 



 

vibrance of our whole region. We thank you for the opportunity to provide 

comment on this important process and we thank you for your service.  

Sincerely,  

 

Kylie Rolf 

VP, Advocacy & Economic Development  

Downtown Seattle Association  

 



 
 

Wallingford Community Council PO Box 31698   Seattle, WA 98103-1698 

 
July 18, 2022 
 
Eliseo Juarez, Commission Chair 
Seattle Redistricting Commission 
700 5th Ave.  
Seattle, WA 98124 
 
VIA EMAIL  
 
Re: City of Seattle Redistricting Efforts: Wallingford Community Council   

 

 
Dear Commission Chair Juarez: 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the first phase of Seattle’s redistricting efforts. We 
appreciate your due diligence and for taking our comments into consideration.  
 
The neighborhoods currently represented by District 4 include: 
 

Wallingford  
Fremont  
University District  
Roosevelt  
Ravenna 

Bryant  
Cascade  
Sand Point  
Windermere  
East Lake  

Maple Leaf  
Wedgwood 
View Ridge  
Laurelhurst 
 

 
The Wallingford Community Council volunteers have worked hard to create a livable community for our 
residents. We appreciate our ability to meet with our council member and have our voice and concerns 
heard. We support restricting that will keep our neighborhood boundaries intact and continue to allow 
our community to thrive. Our ideal plan would involve minimal change to the current district 4 
boundaries.   
 
We are proud of our efforts to support the Good Sheppard Center, the Wallingford Business Corridor on 
45th Street, the annual Wallingford Kiddie Parade, local schools, playgrounds, parks and park cleanup 
and to ensure the north shoreline of Lake Union is accessible for public use by opening access points.  
 
All of these efforts are to support a healthy, vibrant community and we hope the City will continue to 
create City Council districts that can accurately reflect the needs of our neighborhood. 
 
Thank you for creating sample maps for us to review and on which to comment. They provided a good 
starting place to think about what options are possible. Our views of the current 4 maps are below.   
 
Plan 1  

• To be well represented, it is important that a district includes a contiguous area not interrupted 
by physical boundaries such as major highways or bodies of water. The boundary between 
District 6 and District 4 does not follow a natural boundary. In the northwest corner, District 6 
includes that area East of Aurora and south of N 50th running south to Lake Union. This thin slice 
of territory cuts off several blocks of mostly residential properties. These residents, rather than 



 
 

Wallingford Community Council PO Box 31698   Seattle, WA 98103-1698 

be a part of a contiguous area, are quite literally cut off from the main portions of District 6, and 
while being engulfed by District 4. Please consider transferring this thin area along Aurora, from 
N 50th, south to Lake Union, from District 6 to District 4.   
 

Plan 2 
• This plan is the least desirable because it drastically changes boundaries and disconnects the 

Wallingford neighborhood.    
 
Plan 3 

• We support trying to keep district 4 boundaries intact however, we would strongly advocate to 
keep the residents who live between Stone Way and Aurora included in District 4 (as is) because 
they are part of the Wallingford community, and they are part of the Wallingford Urban Village. 
The current boundaries of the Wallingford Urban Village are 40th street to 50th street (North to 
South) and from 1st Ave NE to Aurora (East to West).  

 
Plan 4 

• We do not support moving portions of Wallingford and Fremont to District 6 - specifically the 
area between Stone Way and Aurora from 40th street to 45th street which is part of the 
Wallingford Urban Village. The interest of that area aligns with the interests of Wallingford, and 
it does not make sense to divide up the community among different council members. We 
believe that our community interests are most powerfully served by a single council member 
rather than being divided among many.  

 
We support the Fremont Council’s July 1st letter to keep the current boundaries west of Aurora in 
District 6 and East of Aurora in District 4. We think it is important to keep neighborhoods together 
within District 4, especially all of Wallingford extending to Aurora on the west. For representation to be 
meaningful in a democracy, common interests should not be fragmented to the point where voices will 
not be meaningfully heard or considered. 
 
Thank you for your hard work and we look forward to seeing the next reiteration of the suggested 
redistricting.  
 
Best,  
 
 
 
Jennifer Ring-Perez 
Wallingford Community Council President  
 



Redistricting Justice for Seattle Map Proposal
Andrew Hong, Redistricting Justice for Seattle Coalition
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Who We Are
Redistricting Justice for Seattle is made up of community-based organizations, advocacy groups,

community members and non-profits interested in calling for an equitable and transparent Seattle

redistricting process.

Our coalition values are the following:

1. Transparency of Data and Process. Ensure the commission announces the process early

and often, and publishes all data sets and values used for making the maps. Additionally,

the commission should comply with SB 5583 to count incarcerated individuals in their last

known address if it was in Seattle.

2. Equitable Community Input. Community input should be gathered equitably and across

the city, ensuring that all voices are being heard equitably when drawing maps. Ensure

South End and Skyway communities are equitably considered in the process.

3. Keeping communities of interest together. Ensure Black, Indigenous, Asian-Pacific

Islander, Latino, and Native communities’ voting rights are protected and not diluted. Keep

neighborhoods together and not divided. Finally, do not dilute the voting power of young

people, renters, working class people, and other marginalized groups.

4. Prioritize people and communities over incumbent politicians and special interests.

Coalition membership:
Washington Community Alliance

WinWin Network

Fix Democracy First

Asian Counseling & Referral Service

Urban League of Metropolitan Seattle

League of Women Voters Seattle-King County

Asian Pacific Islander Americans for Civic Empowerment

Washington Bus

Pacific Islander Health Board

Rainier Beach High School community

Planned Parenthood NW

Seattle Chinatown International District Preservation Development Authority (SCIDpda)

Alliance for Pioneer Square

Chief Seattle Club
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Our Process
We created our final map proposal over the course of four months of internal coalition meetings

and community mapping events. Our process centered around communities of interest and

compliance with the rules outlined in the City Charter. Much of our focus and community input

was centered around communities that our coalition organizations serve, primarily in Districts 1,

2, 3, and 7.

The coalition coordinator, Andrew Hong, developed dozens of different map proposals on Dave’s

Redistricting App over the course of the process. Our final map, too, was developed on Dave’s

Redistricting App using 2020 Census population data and 2020 Citizen Voting Age Population

(VAP) data.

The coalition presented different map proposals—both citywide maps and district-specific

proposals—in a series of community mapping sessions hosted by the RJS coalition itself, individual

RJS coalition organizations (namely the Urban League of Metropolitan Seattle), and other groups’

meetings across the city. At these community mapping sessions, RJS educated attendees on

redistricting, presented RJS map proposals, facilitated discussions and feedback on map proposals,

and plugged attendees into further engagement in the redistricting process. Attendees had the

opportunity to rank map proposals and provide written feedback to RJS that were directly used in

our mapping and decision-making process. In total, RJS presented to people at seven different

community mapping sessions and over 20 different community-based organizations for a total of

200+ individuals.

Additionally, at least one representative from the coalition was in attendance and taking notes at

every public meeting the Redistricting Commission held. Andrew Hong reviewed every public

comment and map proposal submitted on the Commission website to inform RJS’ final map

proposal.

Our internal coalition would typically dedicate 15 minutes per meeting to discussion and review of

different consistently-updated map proposals. All coalition members had the chance to participate

in dialogue and feedback on our map proposals and review community input we received during

community mapping sessions. Our coalition had the final say on the map proposal and

unanimously approved it.
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https://davesredistricting.org/maps#viewmap::0d7334b5-2477-42ec-8862-8368c0eae824
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The Map Proposal
Link to Dave’s Redistricting App map:

https://davesredistricting.org/maps#viewmap::0d7334b5-2477-42ec-8862-8368c0eae824

Link to necessary shapefiles, block assignments, district analytics, etc.:

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1FsST3zrdeVS2qx4E-x5U4TewnXC1cVbQ?usp=sharing
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The following is an objective description of the geographic composition, changes, and reasoning

behind each City Council district proposal.

District 1: West Seattle, South Park, Georgetown, SoDo, Pioneer Square (105,848 people)
● Keeps West Seattle intact in District 1

● District 1 needed to add 5,500 people, so we opted to expand District 1 west to  I-5 to pick

up Georgetown and SoDo, then north into Pioneer Square in its entirety.

○ Adding Georgetown and SoDo into District 1 united the whole of the Duwamish

River community under one district

○ Additionally, this plan minimized waterway-crossing (over the Duwamish River) to

just one instance, complying with the City Charter’s requirement to limit waterway

splits.

○ Adding Pioneer Square (in its entirety) into District 1 was a compromise to achieve

equal population and not split both Beacon Hill (east of I-5) and the

Chinatown-International District away from District 2 into District 1.

○ This proposal is supported by the Alliance for Pioneer Square group and Chief

Sealth Club whose position is to keep Pioneer Square intact into one district,

without any strong preference for which district.

District 2: South Seattle, Chinatown-International District, Yesler Terrace, Mount Baker, parts of
the Central District (105,357 people)

● Keeps South Seattle communities of color intact in District 2

○ In particular, it keeps historically redlined neighborhoods that share unique

common histories, partnerships, and issues of Rainier Beach, Rainier Valley,

Hillman City, New Holly, Beacon Hill, and Columbia City together.

● Keeps the Chinatown-International District intact fully in District 2

○ CID residents and small business owners share common issues and have deep

connections to South Seattle neighborhoods, particularly those in Beacon Hill’s

Asian-Pacific Islander community.

○ Namely, add in all blocks in precincts 37-3672 and 37-1827 west of Rainier Ave S

and Boren Ave S.

● Adds Yesler Terrace into District 2 in its entirety, reuniting the historic partnership between

Yesler Terrace and the Chinatown-International District.

○ This undoes the current split of Yesler Terrace between Districts 2 and 3 via Yesler

Way. The Yesler Community Center resides in the current  District 2 (south of

Yesler Way) while the rest of Yesler Terrace sits in District 3 (north of Yesler Way).

Adding all of Yesler Terrace into District 2 undoes this split.

○ Coalition partners at the Urban League of Metropolitan Seattle worked with the

community at Yesler Terrace, including Black immigrant leaders, to discuss Yesler

Terrace’s district placement. They came to a consensus that this neighborhood is
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best served as one of the neighborhoods currently in District 3 that must move

south into District 2, as District 2 must grow by about 6,000 people.

○ The CID and Yesler Terrace share a close geographic, community, and social

relationship. Both are largely immigrant communities that are working class and

reside near the Downtown corridor. Thus, these neighborhoods have had close

partnership throughout the years to work on common issues and goals.

○ This addition into District 2 also helps minimize the division of the Central District

between Districts 2 and 3 by reducing the number of people needed to move from

District 3 to 2.

○ Moving Yesler Terrace into District 2 is a top priority of RJS.

● Adds one Mount Baker precinct into District 2 (Precincts 37-1890 and 37-1891)

● Adds several precincts along the southern edge of the Central District into District 2:

○ Precinct 37-1853 in its entirety.

○ Blocks south of the NW African-Ameican Museum of precinct 37-1854

○ Blocks west of Rainier Ave S and Boren Ave S of precincts: 37-1839, 37-3672,

37-1827,

○ These precincts were very carefully selected in collaboration with the Central Area
Neighborhood District Council, who support our District 2 and 3 map proposals.

District 3: Central District, Capitol Hill, Madison Park, Broadmoor, Montlake (105,174 people)
● Drawn primarily as least-changed.

● Keeps as much of the Central District intact as possible in District 3 while complying with

City Charter rule of less than 1% population deviation.

● Composed of neighborhoods south of the Montlake Cut and east of I-5, much like the

current district.

● Adds parts of Eastlake into District 3 instead of District 4 in order to keep District 4 north

of the Cut.

○ We had to unfortunately split Eastlake between Districts 3 and 7 to achieve equal

population and not split communities Downtown.

● See District 2 description for a breakdown of the District 2-3 boundary.

District 4: Northeast Seattle, University District, Laurelhurst, Ravenna, Wallingford, Greenlake,
Meridian, parts of Fremont (105,763 people)

● Drawn as least-changed.

● Keeps District 4 completely north of the Montlake/Lake Union Cut to preserve

communities of interest around District 3 (Montlake, Eastlake, Madison Park, Capitol Hill).

○ Instead, District 6 moves south of the Lake Union Cut.

○ Keeps the number of waterway crosses over Lake Union to just one: District 6.

○ See District 7 description for a detailed explanation of this decision.
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● Moves District 4 west to Aurora Avenue to compensate for the loss of Eastlake, using

Aurora Ave as a boundary south of N 85th St.

○ This reunites Wallingford together under one district.

District 5: Northgate, Lake City, Licton Springs, Maple Leaf, Bitter Lake, Broadview (105,892
people)

● Drawn as least-changed. Adds in precincts horizontally along the southern edge of District

5, primarily precincts in the current District 4.

● Keeps BIPOC communities in Northgate, Lake City, Bitter Lake, and around Aurora Avenue

north of N 85th St together.

District 6: Greenwood, Ballard, Phinney Ridge, Magnolia, parts of Fremont (104,977 people)
● Adds Magnolia from District 6, moving the district south over the Lake Union Cut.

○ See District 7 description for a detailed explanation of this decision.

● Shifts the whole eastern district boundary west of Aurora Avenue.

● Otherwise, the district is drawn as least-changed.

District 7: Downtown, Queen Anne, South Lake Union, Westlake, Interbay (105,084 people)
● District 4 or 6 must pick up an additional few thousand residents south of the Lake Union

Cut. We chose to move Magnolia from District 7 into District 6. Here is why:

○ District 7 is the fastest growing district, so it must shrink the most in this

redistricting cycle.

○ Removing Magnolia centers District 7’s population around Lower Queen Anne,

Downtown, Westlake, and South Lake Union—where the majority of the district’s

growth stemmed from this decade.

○ Removing Magnolia appropriately centers District 7, where the district is growing

and is expected to continue to grow fastest in the next decade. This makes

redistricting in 10 years a simpler task because it gives District 7 an existing

pathway to further contract as South Lake Union and Downtown continues to

explode.

○ The majority of District 7’s growth came from renters, young people, and people of

color south of Magnolia, a contrasting majority-white neighborhood with less

renters and young people. Thus maintaining Magnolia’s placement in District 7

would be out of place and dilute voices closer to Downtown.

○ Magnolia has more in common with waterfront areas in District 6 than it does with

Downtown and Queen Anne (District 7).

○ Magnolia also has more in common with District 6 than the alternative way to add

neighborhoods south of the Cut into a North End-based district (which would put

District 4 with the District 3-based neighborhoods of Montlake, Broadmoor, and

Madison Park).
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● District 7 keeps its base in Downtown, Queen Anne, Westlake, and South Lake Union.

● District 7 loses Pioneer Square to District 1 to ensure balanced population in District 1.

● District 7 adds parts of Eastlake from District 3/4 to ensure balanced population in District

3.
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Legal Compliance
This map complies with Seattle City Charter. Our districts are both compact, contiguous, and keep

the same general shape as the existing council districts. We minimized the number of waterway

splits to those that are only necessary: one across the Duwamish River and one across Lake Union.

All districts are within 1.00% of each other, according to Dave’s Redistricting App’s 2020 Census

Total Pop. (Adj) data. The largest difference between two districts’ populations is 105,982 people

(District 5) and 104,977 people (District 6)—a 0.96% deviation or 1,005 people. Our map does not

gerrymander for or against any political party or interest. Finally, our maps do an extensive job to

keep Seattle neighborhoods and communities of interest intact.

Our plan complies with state and federal laws for local redistricting. This map plan complies with

both the Federal and Washington State Voting Rights Act, as neither law mandates any particular

district to be drawn. This is due to the lack of consistent, substantial racially polarized voting in the

City of Seattle, particularly in neighborhoods around majority-minority precincts in South Seattle.

Our coalition did not consider home addresses of any former elected officials, current elected

officials, potential future candidates, nor any individual residents of Seattle when drawing our map

proposal.

Note for Commissioner Nickels: Our District 6, Ballard Bridge cross over Lake Union Cut is legally

contiguous. There exists a road (W Emerson St) that enters Ballard Bridge (the boundary within

District 6) that crosses over the Cut into the rest of District 6 in Ballard. While not “all” of Ballard

Bridge is in District 6 (it is shared with District 7 in parts), District 6 still technically covers the

necessary parts of Ballard Bridge to meet the contiguity requirements of the City Charter, state,

and federal law. The same type of cut is, in fact, used in the current Seattle City Council district

map. District 4 includes just “half” of the Montlake Bridge as it crosses over the Montlake Cut from

the University District into Eastlake. See comparison images below (left: current District 4; right:

RJS’ Districts 6 and 7):
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Boundary Explanations and Values
Important note: Our coalition is composed of organizations who predominantly serve Districts 1,

2, 3 and 7— in particular South Seattle and the Central District. Our expertise and community

connects are strongest in these districts, and subsequently where our coalition feels the strongest

about the proposed district boundaries outlined above. Thus our coalition requests that the

Redistricting Commission closely follows our District 1, 2, 3, and 7 proposals over others in the

final official map plan. Our District 4, 5, and 6 boundaries have had less community input, thus we

are more open to changes of those district boundaries.

Our coalition’s values are the following (restated):

1. Transparency of Data and Process. Ensure the commission announces the process early

and often, and publishes all data sets and values used for making the maps. Additionally the

commission should comply with SB 5583 to count incarcerated individuals in their last

known address if in Seattle.

2. Equitable Community Input. Community input gathered equitably and across the city

ensuring that all voices are being heard equitably when drawing maps. Ensure South End

and Skyway communities are equitably considered in the process.

3. Keeping communities of interest together. Ensure Black, Indigenous, Asian-Pacific

Islander, Latino, and Native community’s voting rights are protected and not diluted. Keep

neighborhoods together and not divided. Finally, do not dilute the voting power of young

people, renters, working class people, and other marginalized groups.

4. Prioritize people and communities over incumbent politicians and special interests.

In particular, we’d like to highlight the third and fourth values above. Keeping communities of

interest together—in particular, historically marginalized communities—is the key driving force of

our map proposal after satisfying legal requirements outlined by the City Charter, state, and

federal law. We urge the Commission to look at historic redlining as a key marker of communities

of interest, as neighborhoods historically redlined for Black, Asian, and racial minorities. While

redlining ended decades ago, these neighborhoods share a common history and face unique issues

of health, economic, housing, and educational inequities that permeate to this day. We also urge

the Commission to look at data of renters and young people when drawing lines around

communities of interest, as these communities share important needs but have the least

representation in the City Council. Prioritizing keeping communities of interest together, and not

divided, in this redistricting process will result in fairer elections and a more representative City

Council for all communities in the city. In the end, districts elect representatives that serve

neighborhoods. So we hope the Commission prioritizes neighborhoods and communities of

interest over achieving the most perfect, compact district shape or the ideal number of residents

in every district—so long as all legal requirements are thoroughly met.
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RJS’ stated values materialized in RJS’ boundaries throughout the citywide map proposal. Each

boundary in our proposal was drawn with intention. In particular, our coalition spent a large

amount of time drawing the boundary between Districts 2 and 3. We partnered with the Central

Area Neighborhood District Council (CANDC) to draw these lines, who were concerned about

keeping historic landmarks of the Central District intact in District 3. RJS Coalition wanted to

ensure the historically redlined communities of color in South Seattle remained the majority base

of the District 2 electorate. Thus, as District 2 needed to add about 6,000 new residents, we aimed

to add blocks from District 3 that were also historically redlined and still today share similar

characteristics as most of District 2. This method should and must take priority over following

freeway boundaries of I-90 and I-5, which were themselves deliberately constructed in ways that

harmed Central District and South End communities in the name of “urban renewal” and removing

“blight” to accomplish de facto redlining after it was ruled illegal. Drawing lines based on harmful

urban planning only furthers the harm caused by racist urban design. We urge the commission to

look at communities of interest—particularly historic redlining and the impacts of institutional

racism in different communities—when adding precincts from District 3 into the new District 2.

This method also explains why our coalition sought to add Yesler Terrace—a community that faces

similar issues and interests as the C/ID and South Seattle—into District 2.

Our RJS values also materialized when drawing District 7. District 7 is the city’s fastest growing

district, and its growth stems mainly from people of color, young people, and renters in South Lake

Union, Westlake, Lower Queen Anne, and Downtown. Thus we aimed to redraw District 7 to

ensure its new shape reflects the fact that the district has changed to more renters and young

people in primarily Lower Queen Anne, Downtown, Westlake, and South Lake Union. Thus, we

opted to move District 6 south of the Lake Union Cut (instead of District 4) into Magnolia, a

neighborhood with less renters and young people that was previously in District 7. District 7 has

to lose people to achieve equal population, and Magnolia was the clear decision among our

coalition because of its vast differences from the rest of the district in heavily-renter and

youth-heavy Downtown communities. This decision to remove Magnolia from District 7 also

works to keep as much of Downtown within District 7 as possible.

Our coalition heavily valued and relied on public input that we received from community mapping

sessions as well as public comment received by the Redistricting Commission. We incorporated all

feedback and public comment into our final map proposals so long as (1) it complied with city,

state, and federal law and (2) it would not divide communities of interest particularly in South

Seattle, Chinatown-International District, and the Central District.
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Community Input
Below is a list of all community feedback we have received from our internal coalition meetings

and community mapping sessions:

NOTE: We conducted surveys over Zoom and on Google forms that cannot be easily reflected on to the
document. Additionally many attendees gave map feedback over Zoom audio, Zoom comments,
face-to-face communication, and other formats that cannot be copied over to this document. However
there was an overwhelming theme throughout our process to keep South Seattle together in District 2,
especially neighborhoods that were divided in preliminary map proposals released by the Redistricting
Commission like Beacon Hill, Central District, and the Chinatown-International District.

Nirae Petty (Urban League of Metropolitan Seattle & Yesler Terrace resident): Yesler Terrace in

District 2. Blocks around the Langston Hughes Center in District 2. Chinatown/ID in District 2.

South Seattle and Beacon Hill in District 2.

Katie Stultz (WinWin, Lake City resident): Aurora Ave is a boundary line for communities,

especially south of 85th Street. Keep South Seattle, Beacon Hill, and the C/ID in District 2.

Joanna Cullen (CANDC): Keep the Central Area in District 3. Keep South Seattle, Beacon Hill, and

the C/ID in District 2.

Jude Ahmed (Urban League): Keep South Seattle, Beacon Hill, and the C/ID in District 2. Don’t split

Black communities.

Jazmine Smith (WA Bus, D7 resident): Put Magnolia into District 6. Keep Downtown together.

Make District 7 a renter-majority district. Keep South Seattle, Beacon Hill, and the C/ID in District

2.

Lai King (Pacific Islander Health Board): Keep Pacific Islander communities in Rainier Beach and

Rainier Valley intact in District 2. Keep South Seattle, Beacon Hill, and the C/ID in District 2.

Yesler Terrace Black immigrant leaders at Rainier Ave Radio event (May 24): We feel a strong

connection to the communities in District 2. We should be in District 2.

Central Area Neighborhood Community Council: Keep as much of the Central Area as possible

within District 3, especially Langston Hughes Center.

Joseph Lachman (ACRS): Keep South Seattle, Beacon Hill, and the C/ID in District 2. Protect

A&NHPI communities and do not split us apart.
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Andrew Hong (RJS, D2 resident): Keep South Seattle, Beacon Hill, and the C/ID in District 2. Add

in blocks around the NW African American Museum and Langston Hughes Center into District 2.

Virginia Bethea (Rainier Beach HS community): Keep Rainier Beach and the Southend together in

District 2.

Attendees and facilitators of 5/24 Rainier Ave Radio event: Keep South Seattle and Central

District communities together.

Beacon Hill Community Council: Keep Beacon Hill and the Chinatown-International District

together in District 2. Do not split up the Central District.

Member of the Duwamish River Community Coalition: Unite Georgetown and South Park in

District 1. District 1 council member and other services (police, etc.) address our community’s

concerns better than District 2.

SCID-PDA: Keep ALL of the Chinatown International District in District 2, including ALL of the

blocks west of Rainier Ave and Boren Ave that are south of Yesler Way.

I feel kind of as though Crown Hill (north of Ballard) might fit better with District 5 because it's a

micro-neighborhood of primarily people of color, and Greenwood to my knowledge is more associated with

Phinney Ridge/Ballard/Greenlake part.

CD must stay whole

I think this map is great

It is the goal of our organization (Jackson Place Community Council)  to stay within D3

The single strongest priority for Pioneer Square is to keep us in one district. This is likely going to be district 1

or 2. We define Pioneer Square as the Pioneer Square Preservation District and Pioneer Square Business
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Improvement Area boundaries (Map:

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Urg90pm5OmD9dQVJA8-19WCU-N8l5Hv2/view?usp=sharing)

1 - Preserve Beacon Hill in D2 | 2 - Preserve the International District in D2 | 3 - Avoid gerrymandering on

D3

Preference would be Yesler Terrace in D3 if border between it and CID, especially Little Saigon, clarified. It

seems to be a block to the north of Jackson which would split a census block. Not enamoured of a landlocked

district, although intrigued by a Lake Union District.

I tried an idea of basically keeping the boundary changes between D1/D2/D3 amongst those three, and

making D7 the Lake Union and part of the waterfront by chopping away at D7 from west and south, and

shifting it narrower and across Lake Union, including all of SLU, Eastlake and Portage Bay. This nearly

completely leaves D3 intact, maybe expanding some to the west at Pike Pike and First Hill. Arrangement

remains the same north of the ship canal, other then D6 coming across. D6 shifts a bit to the west , D4

spreads a bit west north of the Lake Union adjacent (Wallingford and Green Lake), and D5 borders expand

generally south. Had the populations balanced, but it all involves a ton of neighborhoods with their own

boundaries, and I don't have the time.

Not sure it could ever fly to cut downtown just south of Pike Pine, but the thought of D1 having the SAM and

D3 having the convention center, maybe D2 having First Hill, is very interesting.

Prefer City Map #3 instead of this one as full magnolia very diff needs from ballard/Fremont with high income

fams in magnolia vs. Renting singles in ballard.

see Keller maps

https://www.seattle.gov/documents/Departments/Redistricting/Public%20Comments/Map%20Image%20PDF%

27s/KathrynKeller_PublicComment.pdf
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I wish there was a way to have Central District or most of Central District together with District 2. I worry that

chopping the CD up or it being outside of D2 would help to accelerate gentrification of the area.

Georgetown and South Park have similar issues both being in the Duwamish valley. I'm supportive of moving to

D1, especially since our D2 council member has been MIA since elected.

Central District

Rainier Beach

Beacon Hill

Mt. Baker

Yesler Terrace

Historical and current areas of high Black pop

I think there's a continuity with Wallingford, Fremont, Ballard, Phinney Ridge and Greenwood.

Seattle's historic cultural and BIPOC community, the Central District

Central Area, always a concern it stays together and increases BIPOC population. Pretty much life is

focused in D1, D2, D3 and those are communities I have history with. No clue about north of ship canal,

downtown or Magnolia.

Madison Park

As long as the district 2 doesn’t change then I know for a fact that the PI community won’t have any
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problems with the maps

South Park has historically been majority BIPOC and low-income although displacement is threatening

that. We share a lot of environmental justice issues with Georgetown and I think we should be advocating

for engagement by City/County/Port together

D3 should have the working class prioritized

Advocating to keep Pioneer Square in District 7 entirely

I am in District 3 (pressed District 2 in chat by mistake). Some issues are with affordable rent,

amenities/access to resources, gentrification vs. Reinvigorate, training opportunities for community kids

and more in area.

Chinatown-International District; prefer options that support strong bonds between BIPIOC communities.

As you know, we have to keep the Central Area together.

Don't want to split D5 at all. That's been said by BIPOC people in D5 and I respect that. Not fond of any of

the above maps. Think D6 needs to take more of Magnolia and Interbay, D4 stay north of the ship canal (get

out of eastlake) and take Fremont/Wallingford to Green Lake. But -- really need more info in how those

communitiies self identify.

Hoping I can submit this survey without answering all the questions---I don't feel comfortable answering for

other districts.

Student concentration is only for 4 years. If not doing same for student districts within Seattle

proper/downtown, no reasoning to exclude here AND may reduce voter turn out long term.
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Contact
Reach out to team@redistrictingjusticewa.org for additional questions.
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RJW Memo: Recommendations for Seattle Redistricting Commission Public Engagement Plan

From: Redistricting Justice For Washington Coalition

To: 2022 Seattle Redistricting Commission Members;

Date: Jan 25, 2022

Redistricting Justice for WA (RJW) is a coalition of over 25 organizations including the Urban

League of Metropolitan Seattle, Asian Counseling and Referral Services, Washington Community

Alliance, Latino Community Fund, League of Women Voters of Washington, and more advocating

for an effective, representative and transparent city redistricting process in 2022. We represent

communities from all over Seattle and in 20 counties across Washington. Following the utter

failure of the 2021 state congressional and legislative redistricting process, we know how

important it is to have an open, transparent, and community-engaged redistricting process. We

believe it is even more crucial to provide access to this process for marginalized communities and

people of color who are so often disenfranchised in our democratic processes. See below for our

public engagement priorities:

Equitable and Accessible Public Hearings:
● Provide a wide menu of public hearing times: one weekend afternoon and two week nights

● Provide interpretation services at hearings and translated materials for pre-hearing

registration for non-English speakers and disabled peoples (Required by VRA).

● Every new map proposal should have a public hearing opportunity, including the final map

plan before being officially approved.

● Ensure adequate time (40 days) between public map release and public hearings for groups

to gather community feedback in their respective communities.

○ Many cultural groups have standing monthly meetings. It is important to be able to

bring information and draft maps to existing community meetings to be able to

reach communities on their own terms.

Public Feedback and Input:
● Online portal to submit written comment

○ Statewide application allowed you to write comments directly on the map

● Have 1 section for “describe your community/which communities share interests with your

neighborhood” and 1 section for “direct feedback on proposed maps”

Accessible Public Materials:
● Updated Commission Website: Include all meeting information, timeline for when to

testify and how to submit maps, draft maps, map submission option, remote testimony,

public comment space etc. to provide access to information throughout the process.

● Community Education Tool-Kit:

○ A one pager for communities to distribute outlining the process, what’s at stake,

and how to give input provided in multiple languages.



○ An education slide deck for communities to use for educating members

○ Short videos outlining the process and what’s at stake

● A published list of priorities and values for the Commission members during this process

and the criteria they are using in developing their draft maps.

● A published list of communities of interest, neighborhoods and district-specific areas they

are planning to gather community consultation from.

Mapping Process and Resources:
● A section of the Commission website outlining the mapping process for the King County

GIS Center:

○ How to download and use commission maps

○ Where to access data used for the draft maps

○ How the center is engaging with the public to create the initial draft maps that the

Commission, and the public, are using as a reference to create the final map.

● [transparency note] Publish every single dataset used, including if election data is used.

● Assistance for community organizations to make their own map proposals to present to

their communities during community organization-led listenings sessions

Public Outreach:
● Dedicated funding for community organizations and local leaders to participate in

outreach efforts for public hearings. Ex. Faith leaders, community centers.

○ Smaller organizations are limited by reimbursement style funding. Having the

funds provided upfront or any other alternative is necessary.

● Ethnic Media should be a priority for outreach.

● Community Consultation:

○ Ex. King County redistricting process reached out to every target demographic

through Community-Based organizations

○ Listening sessions in communities, neighborhood-based, centering on underserved

communities + trusted messengers,



- African American Community Advisory Council - African American Veterans Group of Washington State - Black Dollar 

Days Task Force - Cherry Hill Community Council - CD Association - Central Area Chamber of Commerce - Central Area 

Cultural Arts Commission - Colman Neighborhood Association - East Precinct Advisory Council - Garfield Community 

Council - Garfield Super Block Group - Jackson Place Community Council - Judkins Park Community Council - Leschi 

Community Council - Madison Valley Community Council - Madrona Community Council - Squire Park Community Council  

 
 

 

 

 

 

Dear Redistricting Commission, 

 

We the Central Area Neighborhood District Council (CANDC), submit this letter as public 

comment and our official position on the process of redistricting as it relates to the Central Area, 

also known as the Central District (CD). 

 

The CANDC provides a forum for neighborhood councils and organizations to share ideas, solve 

common problems, and represent the Central Area to government entities. We do this for the 

betterment of the neighborhoods of the area and its residents, with the focus of protecting the 

vibrant history of the area. The boundaries of the CANDC are Broadway to Boren, Boren to 

Rainier, Rainier to MLK, MLK to Massachusetts, Massachusetts to Lake Washington, Lake 

Washington to Madison, Madison to Broadway. 

 

Racist policies and restrictive real estate covenants forced Seattle’s non-white and marginalized 

populations into the Central Area. Out of this oppression a vibrant community flourished that 

fostered our legendary music scene, leading to the heart of Seattle’s civil rights movement. 

Seeing a high-water mark of community in the 70s, the 80s brought gentrification and 

discriminatory practices that began to dismantle this community. The CANDC supports the 

efforts in the Central Area to maintain its historic foundational ties to the community through 

individual home ownership, land trusts, churches, and art organizations.   

 

We understand that the Commission is charged with many objectives. Balancing districts and 

giving equal voice to all, protecting Seattle communities and neighborhoods, and listening to 

communities. Especially those who have historically been marginalized.  

 

The Central Area’s defining culture means that to adhere to the goals of the Commission’s 

redistricting efforts, the Central Area must remain intact within District 3. Separating the Central 

Area into two districts would further the dismantling of the community and undo years of 

progress. We appreciate your commitment to maintaining the community and culture of the 

Central Area. 

 

We are a resource to the commission as you carry out your process and are available to help you 

facilitate outreach as well as host your D3 meeting.  Please feel free to contact me at 

stewartj@seanet.com to discuss. 

 
 

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

 

John Stewart 

Chair, Central Area Neighborhood District Council 

mailto:stewartj@seanet.com


LESCHI COMMUNITY COUNCIL 

140 Lakeside Ave. Suite A #2 

Seattle, WA 98122 

April 18, 2022 

To: Redistricting Commission 

REDISTRICTING SEATTLE’S DISTRICT 3 

Redistricting map Draft 1 has the least drastic effect on the Leschi community which has a long history 

with the Central District. The Leschi community Council was formed in 1958 by black activist, Powell 

Barnett, who sought to improve the schools and address redlining. Leschi neighbors started a branch of 

CORE (Congress of Racial Equality) here, a group that actively worked on exposing the real estate 

redlining practices and to end discrimination in hiring practices.(Seattle in Black and White by Bettylou 

Valentine, Joan Singler, Jean C. Durning, Martha (Maid) J. Adams) 

Leschi has historical ties to another Central District black activist, Florasina Ware. She worked 

tirelessly to improve the programs at local schools, brought Meals on Wheels to the seniors in 

the area and organized a group of citizens to head to the other Washington for the Poor People’s 

Campaign. In 1982, the Seattle Parks Department dedicated a small neighborhood park in her 

name. This park at 28th and Jackson fell into disrepair and the Leschi Community under the 

guidance of our Parks Chair, John Barber, raised half a million dollars to completely renovate 

this park, adding safe playground equipment and a half basketball court. 

Leschi has worked with other communities in the Central District to bring jazz back to Jackson 

St. Our monthly community programs have often celebrated some aspect of the Central District 

history and current projects. We have had Paul de Barros talk about his book Jackson Street after 

Hours and more recently, Wyking Garret talking about the plans for Africatown at 23rd and 

Union to celebrate the heritage of the black influence on the Central District. 

Our monthly publication, Leschi News, is now in its 39th year. Our Art Critic frequently reviews 

the local artists at WaNa Nari and has covered the James Washington Jr. house and its artist in 

residence program. The Leschi News was the first to sound the alarm about black sculptor, 

James Washington, Jr’s Fountain of Triumph and its fate once the Bangasser property at 23rd and 

Union was sold to a developer. The arts group at the James Washington Jr. house took up the 

challenge and oversaw the move and renovation of the fountain which is now installed at the 

southwest corner of 24th and Union. 

Moving Leschi to another district would be divisive; we cherish our links to the Central District 

and have supported programs such as the Seattle Music Partners which gave young students a 

chance to learn an instrument and compete for spots in Middle School music programs. The 

Leschi Community Council has long supported programs at Leschi School, an integrated 

elementary school that serves many Central District youngsters as well as Leschi’s own children. 

https://www.google.com/search?rlz=1C1GCEA_enUS915US915&q=Bettylou+Valentine&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAOPgE-LRT9c3NErKLcg1KCtSAvMMjUuMDYzKUrRkspOt9JPy87P1y4syS0pS8-LL84uyrRJLSzLyixaxCjmllpRU5uSXKoQl5qTmlWTmpe5gZdzFzsTBCADcgB3PWQAAAA&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwjQ6d_f5Y73AhXUJjQIHUKFCucQmxMoAHoECFQQAg
https://www.google.com/search?rlz=1C1GCEA_enUS915US915&q=Bettylou+Valentine&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAOPgE-LRT9c3NErKLcg1KCtSAvMMjUuMDYzKUrRkspOt9JPy87P1y4syS0pS8-LL84uyrRJLSzLyixaxCjmllpRU5uSXKoQl5qTmlWTmpe5gZdzFzsTBCADcgB3PWQAAAA&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwjQ6d_f5Y73AhXUJjQIHUKFCucQmxMoAHoECFQQAg
https://www.google.com/search?rlz=1C1GCEA_enUS915US915&q=Joan+Singler&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAOPgE-LRT9c3NErKLcg1KCtS4gXxDNOTKtJzKqtMtWSyk630k_Lzs_XLizJLSlLz4svzi7KtEktLMvKLFrHyeOUn5ikEZ-al56QW7WBl3MXOxMEIAOpO7OpUAAAA&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwjQ6d_f5Y73AhXUJjQIHUKFCucQmxMoAXoECFQQAw
https://www.google.com/search?rlz=1C1GCEA_enUS915US915&q=Jean+C.+Durning&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAOPgE-LRT9c3NErKLcg1KCtS4gXxDJNzTU3iy_JytGSyk630k_Lzs_XLizJLSlLz4svzi7KtEktLMvKLFrHye6Um5ik46ym4lBblZeal72Bl3MXOxMEIAHok3IhXAAAA&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwjQ6d_f5Y73AhXUJjQIHUKFCucQmxMoAnoECFQQBA
https://www.google.com/search?rlz=1C1GCEA_enUS915US915&q=Martha+(Maid)+J.+Adams&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAOPgE-LRT9c3NErKLcg1KCtS4gXxDJNNjbOS47OTtGSyk630k_Lzs_XLizJLSlLz4svzi7KtEktLMvKLFrGK-SYWlWQkKmj4JmamaCp46Sk4piTmFu9gZdzFzsTBCADlma4QXgAAAA&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwjQ6d_f5Y73AhXUJjQIHUKFCucQmxMoA3oECFQQBQ


A current Board member, Lawrence Pitre, is a talented artist who was born in the Leschi/Central 

Area and has a series of paintings, called "We Are One", which celebrates the history and 

diversity of the Central District. Lawrence is also the President of the Central Area Chamber of 

Commerce whose mission is to guide, inspire and enhance the economic, cultural, educational, 

and recreational opportunities within the Central Area for its businesses and community 

members including the Leschi Area. 

We ask you to consider the history of the communities in the Central District when making this 

decision. Establishing new relationships is always difficult and slow. We hope to continue and 

strengthen our ties to the Central District. 

Sincerely, 

Leschi Community Council Board 

Janice Merrill Brown, Trevor Lalish-Menagh, Lawrence Pitre, Matthias Linnenkamp, John 

Barber, Ashley Martin, Tracy Bier, Diane Snell 

 

 

 

 



May 21, 2022          E-distributed 
 
Beacon Hill Council Public Comment re Proposed Redistricting Plans for Seattle District 2 
We are writing from our beloved Beacon Hill Council community neighborhood in Seattle. Our 
interest is to keep our 40,601 community intact as we are 73% people of color and 40% 
immigrants and refugees, and to continue advocating for the resolution of gentrification, air 
and noise pollution from road vehicles and airplanes that fly overhead, and other 
environmental injustice issues. We also have a strong relationship with the adjacent Chinatown 
International District (CID). We have a saying that they have our grandparents, and we have 
their families. Beacon Hill’s population is close to half Asian Pacific Islanders. Our boundaries 
include I-5 to the west, I-90 to the north and Rainier then MLK Way to the east. 
 
Our responses to the proposed District 2 boundary shifts are summarized below: 
 
Plan 1 
We propose that Chinatown/International District (CID) remain in District 2, that SoDo and 
Georgetown join District 1, and Judkins Park remain in District 3. 
  
Plan 2 
We support Sodo and Georgetown joining District 1. We propose that the CID remain in District 
2, and that Leschi, Madrona, the Central District and Judkins Park remain in District 3. 
 
Plan 3 
We oppose moving the west section of mid-Beacon Hill to District 1 – this disconnects our 
neighborhood. We propose that the CID remain in District 2 and the area north of Yesler and 
west of 4th Ave S join District 1 or 7. 
 
Plan 4 
We propose that the CID remain in District 2 and that Madrona remain in District 3. 
 
Ideal Plan 
We propose that District 2 include all of current Beacon Hill, including the neighborhood 
between 15th Ave S and the I-5 corridor, as well as the - CID to reflect our environmental justice, 
educational justice and ethnic Asian Pacific Islander communities of interest. We support 
keeping the Central District intact for historical and current African-American communities. 

 

We are more than happy to answer any questions you might have. Our best to you in this challenging 

work.  

 

Sincerely, 

Maria Batayola, Chair mbjumpstart@msn.com 

Deirdre Curle, Board Member Advocate deirdre.curle@gmail.com 

mailto:mbjumpstart@msn.com
mailto:deirdre.curle@gmail.com


cc: BHC Council and BHC Environmental Justice Task Force  



July 1, 2022 
 
Eliseo Juarez, Commission Chair 
Seattle Redistricting Commission 
700 5th Avenue 
Seattle, WA 98124 
 
VIA Email 
 
Re: City of Seattle Council Districts for Fremont Neighborhood 
 
Dear Commission Chair Juarez: 
 
At the regularly scheduled June 27, 2022 meeting of the Fremont Neighborhood Council (FNC), 
the FNC Board invited a community discussion about the Fremont neighborhood’s current 
Seattle City Council district assignments: District 4 (East Fremont) and District 6 (the rest of 
Fremont). The goal was to have a discussion that could provide input to the Seattle Redistricting 
Commission. 
 
Feedback acknowledged that when the district boundaries were first drawn—with the Fremont 
neighborhood divided between two districts—there was concern that the neighborhood may 
not be adequately represented. In reviewing the community’s actual experience, constituents 
opined that the neighborhood has been well represented in both District 4 and District 6. 
Constituents advocated that the current district boundaries in the Fremont neighborhood 
should be maintained. 
 
Based on the community’s feedback, and the Board’s own review, the FNC Board voted to 
recommend to the Seattle Redistricting Commission that the Fremont Neighborhood’s current 
City Council District assignments to District 4 (Fremont east of Aurora Ave N) and District 6 
(Fremont west of Aurora Ave N) be continued with the same boundaries. The motion carried 
unanimously. 
 
On behalf of the FNC’s Board and our constituents, we request no change to the current City 
Council District boundaries for Fremont and that district lines be maintained as presently drawn. 
 
Thank you to you and the Seattle Redistricting Commissioners for your service to the people of 
Seattle. 
 
Sincerely, 
 



Erik G. Pihl 
Fremont Neighborhood Council Board Member 
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